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Information Fair
Featuring Magnet,
Fundamental And
Career Academy
Programs Takes
Place Feb. 2
LARGO.- Want to know
more about Pinellas Comity
Schools’ magnet, fundamental
and career academy programs
before the application period
begins Feb. 11? Saturday, Feb.
2, is your chance at the annual
Information Fair at Pinellas
Park High, 6305 118th Ave. N,
Largo. From 10 a.m. until 2
p.m., the event will offer
parents the chance to meet
representatives
of
those
programs as well as charter
schools.
Administrators, teachers
and students are scheduled to

The application period for
countywide magnet, funda
mental and high school career
academy programs is Feb. 1122. Parents of first-time
students of Pinellas County
Schools should call or visit a
Family
Education
and
Information Center (FEIC) to
obtain
an
identification
number for their child. This
student I.D. number will allow
parents to apply during the
countywide
application
period. Parents will need to
provide the following infor
mation - the child’s name as it

be available to answer your

appears on his or her legal
proof of identity, the child’s
legal residential address in

questions about the district’s
six

elementary

countywide

magnets; four .elementary area
magnets; two middle school
countywide magnets; 10 high
school countywide magnets;
the five elementary funda
mental schools; three middle
school fundamentals and one
high school fundamental, and
the 10 high school career
academies. Personnel from
three charter schools also are
scheduled to be present at the
fair.
The Information Fair will
be the first chance for parents
to get a look at the new coun
tywide
magnet,
the
Leadership Conservatory for
the Arts at Tarpon Springs
High. This program will
integrate leadership skills,
performing arts, rigorous
academics and technology
into a seamless curriculum
that prepares today’s students
for the shift to tomorrow’s
challenges.

Pinellas County, the child’s
grade level for August 2008
and any special services the
child requires such as English
for
Speakers
of Other
Languages or exceptional
student education.
The FEICs are located at
1101 Marshall St., Clearwater,
(727) 298-2858, and 3420
Eighth Ave. S, St. Petersburg,
(727) 552-1595. Center hours
are (Clearwater) Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Tuesday 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and (St. Petersburg) Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Wednesday 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Parents also may phone
the district Call Center, (727)
587-2020, or student assign
ment, (727) 588-6210, to get a

SCHOOLS
continued on pg. 5
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Business Mogul to
Black Press: 'Make Your
Own Self Famous'
B. HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

LAS VEGAS (NNPA) Representatives from among
more than 200 black publishers
crowded into the swanky Luxor
Hotel ballroom in Las Vegas to
hear a basic message: How to
“champion” the black press of
America. The speaker, William
“Dollar-Bill” Waller, talking
straight from his own success,
looked into the eager faces
around the room and observed an
absence: “The one thing that’s
missing in this room is a brand,”
he said. “You guys have to begin
to think branding.”
Waller, the chief operating
officer of Lloyd Price Icon Food
Brands Inc., which has branded a
line of food products called

and growing food company”.

music to food products. Waller

cookie

But, the crux of the story was

distributed samples of the sweet

products, Waller says the black

also about how Price was always

potato-flavored

“Lawdy Miss Clawdy,” drew

press must embrace its strength,

one to help others become suc

other products to the publishers.

from his own 30 years of experi
ence. In just a few years, he has
taken the title of a song that has
been performed repeatedly by
dozens of artists since 1954 without changing the rhythm or
melody - and transitioned it into
the largest African Americanowned food company in the
nation, including sweet potatoflavored cookies and desserts.
Waller is convinced that the
National Newspaper Publishers
Association - a federation of
newspapers with a common rep
utation for fighting injustice could do the same with its long
standing mission.
“You have to start doing
what the hip-hoppers are doing collaboration,” he told the
audience. “You never made rock
stars out of your writers and your
editors. They should all be
celebrities ... Instead of making
everybody else famous, make
your own self famous,” Waller

its uniqueness in mission, as its
brand. “Everybody’s got sweet
potato this and sweet potato that.
But, nobody’s got Lawdy Miss
Clawdy,” he said.
The Lawdy Miss Clawdy
success story debuted in the
black press last June when the
Washington
Informer
Newspaper first published the
feature story. The NNPA news
service then picked up the story
and distributed it across the wire
July 1. The Informer’s advertis
ing director Ron Burke noted
that 7-Eleven stores saw the
Informer article, was impressed
and decided to sell the food
products. “That shows the power
of the black press,” he says.
The Informer article, written
by Mary Wells, described how
now 55-year music icon Lloyd
Price, the author of the song,
used his life and business
acumen to transform his music
career into a “wildly successful

cessful. “He is responsible for
many firsts among African
Americans in both the music and
business worlds,” she wrote.
“In 1952, as a l7-year-old
lad from Kenner, La., he wrote
and sang his way to stardom and
music history when he sang
about the strong attitude, grace
and beauty of a Southern
Louisiana Cajun Queen in the
tune “Lawdy Miss Clawdy.” The
song became the “Song of the
Year” and stayed on top of the
music charts for seven consecu
tive weeks after music producer
Dave Bartholomew and Fats
Domino saw a special talent in
Price and teamed to co-produce
the song.
Many music historians say
“Lawdy Miss Clawdy” helped to
give birth to the Rock ‘N’ Roll
era, the Informer article states.
It is because of that unwavering
historic popularity that the brand
was easy to transition from

They will soon be sold in China
and Puerto Rico, he said.
Waller’s
message
on
“branding” echoed a sermon that
had been earlier preached to the
publishers, who were gathered in
Vegas for their Annual Winter
Workshops. The Rev. Dr. Welton
T. Smith III, pastor of the Greater
Evergreen Missionary Baptist
Church, exhorted the publishers
to “Carry your own comer.”
Smith pointed to the story in
Mark 2:1-12 in which four men
lowered a sick man through a
rooftop to the floor where Jesus
stood.
Smith, like Waller, said the
power in the black press is the
fact that its mission to carry
messages of freedom and justice
is unique and must be embraced
as its strength.
“Whatever God has called
you to do, do it! Whatever God
has called you to be, be it! And
carry your own comer!”

Conference Chair Karen Love, the Rev. and Mrs. Welton T. Smith III, conference prayer breakfast
speaker; and NNPA Foundation Chair Dorothy Leavell, Chicago and Gary Crusader Newspapers

stressed.
Comparing

his

cookies

and

A Talk With Michelle Obama,
The Woman Beside The Man
BY ZENITHA PRINCE

3
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Michelle Obama

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Michelle
Obama said when she’s in the
White House, she will not be your
typical first lady.
No dainty airs, reserve or a
sense of noblesse oblige with her.
No scripted speeches overrun
with rhetoric designed to deify
her spouse.
Instead, she gets personal,
dirty socks personal, in a way that
says that the potential president
and first lady of the United States
are still, at heart, simply Barak
and Michelle. “I can give people
a perspective into Barak’s
character like no other person
can, I mean, I’m married to the

guy,” she said in an interview
with the AFRO. “I know his
strengths and weaknesses but I
can also speak to his character.”
It is that character, along with
an impressive resume that
includes a law degree from
Harvard, practicing as a civil
rights
attorney,
community
advocacy and a scandal-free stint
in the Illinois Senate that has
elevated the Illinois senator to
stardom among many voters.
But his wife’s background is
equally impressive—Princeton
and Harvard graduate, Harvard
law degree, corporate lawyer,
Chicago’s assistant commissioner
for planning and development,
executive director of a group that

OBAMA
continued on pg. 10
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Asian Family Center
Lealman Family Center
4255 56th Avenue North
St. Petersburg,. FL 33714

Take the money.

727-520-9820
Clearwater Neighborhood Housing Services
608 North Garden Avenue
Clearwater, FL 33755
727-442-4155
Enoch Davis Center
1111 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
727-893-7803
GRAYDI
13420 Adams Circle
Largo, FL 33774
727-584-7200
High Point YMCA
5345 Laurel Place
Clearwater, FL 33760
727-507-9622
James B. Sanderlin Family Center
2335 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-321-9444
Union Academy
401 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
727-934-5881
Wachovia Gulfport Financial Center
2001 49th Street South
Gulfport, FL 33707
727-892-7425

You may be eligible for the

Don’t pay expensive tax

Open a bank account, build

Earned Income Tax Credit

preparation or refund loan

savings or pay bills and

(EITC)

fees.

improve your credit

based

earnings,
qualifying

on

your

number

of

children,

and

filing status. You may also

IRS

preparers

certified

will

help

C-filc
taxes FREE.
prepare and

tax
you

about

your

(CTC),

to

put

your

money to work for you.

Wealth Building Coalition
Pinellas Prosperity Campaign
The Wealth Building Coalition of Pinellas County promotes the
Earned Income Tax Credit - EITC and provides free tax
preparation for low and moderate income wage earners to
ensure eligible working families and individuals know how and

be eligible for the Child Tax
Credit

ways

Ask

where to file. The Wealth Building Coalition/Pinellas Prosperity
Campaign is part of the national Prosperity Campaign initiative

Elderly

and is supported by JWB The Children’s Services Council of

Credit pr Disability Credit.

Pinellas County, United Way of Tampa Bay, Bank of America,
Pinellas County government and Internal Revenue Service.

Mercedes-Benz

Mercedes-Benz

Price &
Experience
Guarantee

For the finest purchase experience,
simply contact our Business
DeVelopment Agents by phone at:

Visit us online at:

Lokeyautos.com
Or come see us in person at:

19820 US Hwy 19 N
Clearwater
Talk to our Certified Business
DevelopmentAgents to schedule
your sale,^ZsefVice appo i ntmfent,
schedule a 15 minute appraisal
or receive specific information
about our vehicle inventory.

Our guarantee to you

Victor Youny
General Manager

• We will beat any dealer’s
advertised price in the country
or pay you $1,000.00*
• The easiest way to shop
• Give you the best purchase
experience
• The most knowledgeable staff
in the market

19820 U.S. Hwy 19 N, • Clearwater*
Mercedes-Benz

www.lokeyautos.com
877-2S. . : -7
Pre-owned : 866-296-6655 • Service:

’Competing dealer* offer must be signed and authorized by dealer. Trade-in not included. In-stock units only
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Bill Would Dramatically Slash Poverty

ZTT O
-» a
.
BYU.
S. REP. tBARBARA
LEE (D-CALIF.)

NNPA SPECIAL
COMMENTARY

With our nation
having just commemorated Martin
Luther King Jr. Day, let us
remember the legacy of the man
who spread a mes sage of peace and
justice and challenged America to
fulfill the true promise of
Democracy. Among Dr. King’s
lesser-known speeches is that which
included his powerful remarks
lamenting over the impact of the
war in Vietnam on poverty.
He reflected, “Then came the
build-up in Vietnam and I watched
the program broken and eviscerated
as if it were some idle political play
thing of a society gone mad on war,
and I knew that America would
never invest the necessary funds or
energies in rehabilitation of its poor

-

J

. ..

so long as adventures like Vietnam
Poverty impacts every state,
continued to draw men and skills county, city and district in America.
and money like some demonic Nationally, 21 percent ofAmericans
destructive suction tube. So I was
living in poverty were under five
increasingly compelled to see the years old in 2005, according to the
war as an enemy of the poor and to U.S, Census Bureau. More than 37
attack it as such.”
million people are living in poverty
Dr. King’s Vietnam speech in the United States, a number equal
comes to mind as I work with to the entire population of
Congress to fully fund the redeploy California.
ment. of our troops and contractors
Congress has been forced to
from Iraq so we can end the U.S.
drastically decrease funding for
occupation; when I hear the Bush domestic priorities so we can fund
administration’s saber-rattling about Bush’s failed foreign policy, while
Iran; and when the Bush administra . this Republican administration
tion pushes to sell over $20 billion spends somewhere between $11.7
worth of precision-guided bombs to billion and $15 billion a month on
Saudi Arabia and other countries, the so-called war on terror. Each
creating a powder keg that can only additional day that our brave ser
spark a regional arms race in the vicemen and servicewomen remain
volatile region. Yet all the while,
in harm’s way in Iraq is another day
families are being displaced by the that U.S. national security is further
foreclosure crisis and the country is compromised and our domestic
heading toward a major economic agenda goes underfunded. As Dr.
downturn.
King observed with the Vietnam

War in the ’60s, there is no question
that we have to shift funding from
the war to support America’s
families.
This week, as we remember Dr.
King, Congress will also take action
on my legislation, H. Con. Res. 198,
which seeks to cut poverty in half
over the next 10 years.
Earlier in this term, I introduced
resolution (H. Con. Res.-l6l) com
memorating the 40th anniversary of
Dr. King’s launching of the Poor
People’s Campaign and Organization
of the Poor People’s Army. These
bills are part of a larger package of
poverty legislation I will introduce to
make eradicating poverty in America
a national priority.
Bush’s war is a drag on the
economy. In upholding Dr. King’s
legacy, we must challenge this
administration’s
foreign
and
domestic policies and demand
peace and justice.

Racial Politics - Why Are We Surprised?
BY JAMES
CLINGMAN
NNPA COLUMNIST
Back during the
enslavement ofAfricans
in America the so-called “One Drop
Rule” was invented in order to assure
a continuous supply of free "labor1
from black people. As ridiculous as

the rule was, it shows us today how
desperate the rulers of this land were,
and still are, not only to maintain
control but to keep the waters
muddied when it comes to the
political and social discourse.
They want to have it both ways.
They want us to be “colorblind”
when it comes to their ambitions, and
yet they still promote and support the
One Drop Rule. What’s a black
person to do in this country?
The United States is the only
country in the world that uses this
mode of classification and in an
article written by Stephan Themstrom
in April 2000, the author states, “The
United-States is the only country in
the world in which a white woman
can give birth to a black baby but a
black woman cannot give birth to a
white baby.” Think about this and
other historical issuances regarding
race in this country, and you will
surely come away with a better
understanding of what is behind the
current political jousting matches.
Now that there is a glimmer of
“hope” (I seem to remember that
word being used in Bill Clinton’s
campaign as well... “I still believe in

a little town called Hope”) among
black folks that a ‘‘black” man could
be this country’s next leader, we hear
all kinds of racial innuendos, under
tones and overtones, and suggestions
that whites will, in the privacy of the
voting booth, go for a McCain (ugh),
Romney (Reagan reincarnate), or

no matter who wins in November.
Young men and women are still
dying everyday in Iraq, and idiots like
John McCain are still trying to
convince us the “singe is working,”
and even after the recent news that the
Bush administration, which in this

even Giuliani (the joker) over an
Obama. Who knows? Maybe they
would even do the same over Hillary.

case includes, Rumsfeld, Cheney,
Rice, and Powell, told 935 lies to get
us into tiie war in Iraq, he says we did
the right thing. Huckabee, the

Black folks are in on this game as
well. We have bought into the One
Drop Rule for centuries, but now we
are questioning it by asking is Obama
black enough. Maybe we need to
change the rule to ten drops or
something more substantial, which
proves just how stupid this whole
issue has become.
White people are in control of
this country and they plan to keep it
that way, thus, they rally around their
common denominator of whiteness
but deny us that same benefit, They
reach back and grab old pre-civil war
traditions, whenever they need them,
in order to change the game or keep
the confusion going. I understand.
What if we were in charge? I’d
like to think we would be fair and
equitable in our dispensation of
justice, economic benefits, and other
“inalienable” rights. I’d like to think
we would exercise moral and ethical
behavior toward one another. But
some of what I see going on among
black people, caught up in the hoopla
of presidential politics, casts a
shadow over the “hope” I have for a
better condition among our people,

preacher, won’t even call out the
“sins” of the Bush administration.
Lying is a sin, isn’t it?
Black folks have lost our zeal for
even discussing the war anymore; we
are too immersed in what we should
call ourselves, arguing over whether
it should be “black” or some other
name. In this country the One Drop
Rule applies, although it is stupid, it
still applies. We are ensconced in who
will be our next President but yet we
accept the candidates’ refusal to say a
single word about their plans to help
black people, while they have no
problem at all stating their desires and
support for the Jewish people.
Blacks will not make the
progress we need to make, under any
President, ifwe do not move from the
ridiculous to the sublime - and then
on to the pragmatic work of saving
ourselves before it’s too late. We
seem to get caught up in the most
mundane, diversionary, elementary
issues, while other folks are busy
strengthening their position even
more. So we should not be surprised
at the discussions on the campaign
trail these days. It’s all part of the

What are your opinions on
The Weekly Challenger?

7 hr

game that has always made losers out
of black people.
Lawrence Wright wrote and
article titled, “One Drop of Blood”
published by the New Yorker in 1994.
I leave you with an excerpt: “Is it any
accident that racial and ethnic cate
gories should come under attack now,
whenbeffig'srmreMber of a minority
group brings certain advantages? The
white colonizers of North America
conquered the indigenous people,
imported African slaves, brought in
Asians as laborers and then excluded
them with prejudicial immigration
laws, and appropriated Mexican land
and die people who were living on it.
In short, the non-white population of
America has historically been subju
gated and treated as second-class
citizens by the white majority. It is to
redress the social and economic
inequalities of our history that we
have civil-rights laws and affirma
tive-action plans in the first place.
Advocates of various racial and
ethnic groups point out that many of
the people now calling for a raceblind society are political conserva
tives who may have an interest in
undermining the advancement of
non-whites in our society. Suddenly,
the conservatives have adopted the
language ofintegration, it seems, and
the left-leaning racial-identity
advocates have adopted the language
of separatism. It amounts to a polar
reversal of political rhetoric.”
The more things “change,” the
more they stay the same.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Give Kids A Smile Event
Set For February 2008

Castor Stands Up For
Revitalized Communities,
Healthy, Safe And Affordable
Public Housing
giveness was often taxed as
income.“We are going to keep
working to provide families
with affordable options for safe
places to live through the
HOPE IV reauthorization,”
said Castor.
HOPE VI has been very
successful since its inception in
the 1990s. It has revitalized
neighborhoods
across
the
country, including in Tampa.
HOPE VI completely trans
formed what was formerly the
decaying College Hill and
Ponce de Leon Court public
housing projects in Tampa into
the new community Belmont
Heights Estates. “1 attended
school next to these projects
when I was younger and saw
firsthand what these conditions
did to the area and folks who
lived there,” Castor continued.
So many public housing
projects from decades past
have deteriorated to a point that
the health and safety of
families is at risk, and sur
rounding neighborhoods, and
businesses suffer the conse
quences.
Since 1992 through HOPE
VI, many local communities
have been focused on revitaliz
ing and transforming severely
distressed public housing into
safe and livable communities.

Congresswoman Kathy
Castor (D-Fla.)

BRADENTON
Congresswoman Kathy Castor
(D-Fla.) today announced the
HOPE VI Improvement and
Reauthorization Act. HOPE VI
is an initiative that started in
the l990s and revitalizes our
communities, including many
in the Tampa Bay area, by
replacing old, distressed public
housing projects with new
communities that are healthy,
safe and affordable.
“Our effort could not come
at a more important time
because so many families
""across America are in the grips
of the housing crisis,” said
Castor. “Foreclosures are way
up and options for safe, clean
and affordable housing are
down. Just last month, in
: Hillsborough County, there

safe and clean homes for
seniors, and mixed in single
family homes, for rental and
purchase.
“More important than the
buildings, and these were very
bad, the new Belmont Heights
Estates
community
made
possible by HOPE VI has
improved peoples lives and the
surrounding
community,”
stated Castor. “Families are
thriving in their new, revital
ized neighborhood and their
success stories are remarkable
because to qualify for that
helping hand of an affordable
home, most folks are required
to improve their own self-suffi
ciency.”
Castor recalled the story of
Belkis Rodriguez, who after
completing job training, has
been promoted to a new
position at the day care center
where she works and now is on
a path to becoming a public
school teacher, and the story of
Patricia Gowins, a mother of
two, who is working on her
high school diploma while
working at a local hotel since
the revitalization of her
community.
“My neighbors and their
stories of success are proof that
HOPE VI is able to make
positive contributions to our

ments and rental houses are
few and far between.”
The
House
of
; Representatives over the past
months has been doing a great
deal to throw a lifeline to
t families, seniors and veterans
; when it comes to housing. It
* has passed bills that help
3 homeowners avoid foreclo" sure; that provide resources to
■ local communities to build
new, safe and affordable
-housing; and that cracks down
on predatory lenders.
Congress passed a helpful
new law that is now in effect
for three years that relieves
; Homeowners facing forecloi sure from paying income taxes
» on their discharged mortgage
1 debt, meaning that homeown
ers who refinance their
mortgage will pay no taxes on
any debt forgiveness that they
^receive. Previously, loan for

Dental Association joined this
crusade to highlight the need for
improved dental care for children
of low-income families.
In Pinellas Comity, this
year’s event will take place on
Friday, Feb. 1 and Friday, Feb. 8,
when children aged three to 18
will be seen for an initial
screening, x-rays, cleaning and
sealants. Then on Friday and
Saturday, Feb. 15 and Feb. 16,
children who need follow-ups
may return for any needed care.
Please note: Appointments

in a bipartisan way, and led by

“Our update legislation today

Democrats, is renewing its
commitment to safe, clean and
affordable housing for families
across the country by building
on the success of HOPE VI.
Over time HOPE VI has
allowed
communities
to
demolish
nearly
135,000
severely distressed public
housing units and replace them
with modem, safe and clean
neighborhoods that do not con
centrate poverty in a single
location.
“What happens on the
ground in these new neighbor
hoods?” asked Castor. “The
answer is; decreases in crime,
higher employment, and fewer
folks on public financial assis
tance.” ,
In
Tampa,
demolition
started in 1999 and eight years
later Belmont Heights Estates
has 860 new rental units -some
for families who need a little
help and others at market-rate.
HOPE VI also allowed our
community to build 74 new

will make further improve
ments and ensure that residents
who are displaced by revital
ization efforts will have a right
to return to their neighbor
hood.”
“Because of the shortage of
safe, clean and affordable
housing it is vital that the
numbers of units demolished
are replaced so that we do not
shortchange our neighbors who
have been asked to leave their
homes,” Castor concluded.
“We are committed to ensuring
that homes built with the help
of federal funds are sustainable
and energy efficient to save
money in the long run. With
additional HOPE IV invest
ment large redevelopment
efforts like Central Park
Village in Tampa, Jordan Park
in
St.
Petersburg,
and
Bradenton Village in Manatee
County will benefit. Our
efforts will make the American
dream of home ownership
possible for more Americans.”

Wayne Gross, director, warehousing,
547-7125.

Naaman Johnson represents

hist recognized as one of the

Mercedes-Bent "Best of the Best”
Retailer Award Winners for 2002-2004-2006

sources to service providers and

7204.
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I Important Dates to Remember
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CHANCE!

tojrwite^ll his friends, clients and
those who would like a Mercedez Benz purchase
experience “unlike any other" _
To stop by and say helio.

1

February 2 (10 a.m. to 2 p.m.) ... Information Fair

APPLY for your
L'U'

i

•*

Child S fdvorito

Pinellas Park High

|

February 11-22 .......................... Application Period
(You must apply tor child's program or

February TBA* .........................Information Nights and Mini-Fair
Tentative locations: John Hopkins
.

Middle. Gibbs High. Lakewood Hiqh and
Douglas Jamerson Elementary

^^graiiis.^^

(If invited, you must call us back to accept
child's program.)

More information is coming vour wav very soon!

For more information, call (727) 588-6210.

1 I >CS6

6001 34th Street N., St. Petersburg • (727)527-5731

The School Board of Pinellas County, Florida, prohibits any and all forms of discrimination and
FA40994

1ft
■

March 10-16 ............................. Acceptance Period

www.pcsb.org
Direct (727)329-3036
e-mail njohnson@crowncars.com

fj

highschL,fundamental,...

■'

Naaman Johnson, represents Mercedes-Benz at Crown
Sg a LWoears?"Naaman is a familiar name in the luxury
■ ' European automobile circles and is an outstanding
the customer

EUROCARS

0443. Sponsors arid 'vendors
call Pat Fried at (727) 895-

Pinellas County Schools Wants YourChildItoApply for a

Zi

I

allocate funds received from
the State of Florida and private

PARENTS

CROWN
EUROCAtiS^

Mercedes-Benz'

' *

ST. PETERSBURG - In to monitor and evaluate the
celebration of moms and effectiveness of services.
babies, the Healthy Start The sponsoring partners of
Coalition of Pinellas, Mt. Zion this event would like to hear
Human Services Inc. and many the opinions of moms and
other community partners will community members regarding
host a community baby shower present prenatal and infant
services and ways in which
for all expecting and new
care could be improved in our
moms. We encourage dads,
families and friends to also county.
Lunch will be served. Free
attend. There will be food, fun,
gifts and information from childcare is also provided.
vendors who provide services Please make plans to come out
to share with us on Saturday,
to mothers and babies,
The functions of the Feb. 2, from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30
Healthy Start Coalition are to p.m. at Mt. Zion Human
Services Inc. located at 945
conduct needs assessments,
20th
St. S., St. Petersburg.
develop community level
strategic plans to improve RSVPs preferred.
For more information, call
pregnancy outcomes, enhance
child
development,
to Faye McElroy at (727) 822-

• LARGO - Pinellas County
Schools’ annual public auction of
surplus/obsolete equipment will take
place Saturday, Feb. 16, beginning at
8:30 a.m. at the Walter Pownall Service
Center, 11111 S Belcher Road, Largo
(north end of facility). Items, which
include motor vehicles, buses, industri
al machinery, cafeteria equipment,
office machines, pianos, commercial
mowers, musical instruments, televi
sions, audiovisual equipment and
more, will be available for preview
Friday, Feb. 15,7 a.m. - 4 p.m.
A link to the list of items in the
auction may be found at Pinellas
County
Schools’
website,
www.pscb.oig, in the “PCS News”
box. For more information, contact

communities.” , said

are necessary and available on a
first-come, first-served basis.
Parents can call to ensure
their children are eligible, find
out the clinic nearest them and
make an appointment by calling
727-588-4040, extension 129.
Parents or guardians must
complete and sign paperwork to
authorize treatment and provide
transportation for the child to the
clinic assigned.
For more information, call
727-588-4040, ext. 129. This
year, let’s all Give Kids a Smile!

Community Baby
Annual
Shower And
Warehouse
Conversation Cafe
Auction
Feb. 16

Castpr.

And 15 years later, Congress,

were over 1,000 foreclosures
filed - a huge jump from last
i year. And affordable apart

ST.
PETERSBURG
Pinellas Comity’s annual Give
Kids a Smile children’s dental
health event will take place in
February. This year, the Pinellas
County Dental Association hopes
to screen and treat more than 500
children in Pinellas County who
otherwise would not receive
dental care.
Give Kids a Smile is
sponsored by the American
Dental Association and at the
state level by the Florida Dental
Association. The Pinellas County

harassment Based on race, cotofc sex, religion, national origin, marital status, age, sexual
orientation or disability in any of its programs, services or activities.

00770^0^ ^ox
Largo, ri 00//9-z94z
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CALENDAR OF
EVENTS

student ID number.
Families wishing to
apply to a countywide
magnet, fundamental or high
school academy program or
Area A elementary magnets
only can apply by calling
the automated phone
system at (727) 501-0871
beginning Feb. 11. Step-bystep instructions on applying
are in the “Directory of
Programs” that is available
at the FEICs, schools and on
the district website at
www.pcsb.org/magnet/
home.html.
The acceptance period
for countywide magnet, fun
damental and high school
academy programs is March
10-16. Parents must call
(727) 501-0871 during that
time to accept a program
invitation. If the parent does
not call during that period,
the application for the child
will be voided.
Four elementary magnet
schools also are available
just for students living in
Area A (St. Petersburg).
Families living in that area

Courtesy of
P v b U x.

FEBRUARY-2008
Friday,
Feb.
1
Get
Downtown.
Central
Ave.
between 2nd St. and 3rd St.
5:30 to 10 p.m. Festive street
party with live jazz music
and vendors. Bands to be
announced. Breakfast Optimist
Club. Free. 727-393-3597.
Friday, Feb. 1 - St. Pete.
Shuffle. St. Petersburg
Shuffleboard
Courts,
559
Mirror Lake Dr. N. 7 to 11 p.m.
Free, www.stpeteshuffle.com
or 727-867-7228.
Sunday, Feb. 3 - Sunshine
City Band Concert. Williams
Park bandsheli, 2nd Ave. N.
and 4th St. 2 p.m. Musical
entertainment for the whole
family. Free. 727-898-1541.
Monday, Feb. 4 - Ebony
Fashion
Show. , Progress
Energy Center for the Arts at
Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st St.
S. 8 p.m. A fast paced fashion
show of American
and
International designers. $30.
www.zuochapter.com or 727420-2819.

Preservation Inc. visits historic
buildings
and
tells
the
history of St. Petersburg during
this walking tour of downtown
beginning at the Detroit
Hotel corner. $5 donation.
www.stpetepreservation.org or
727-824-7802.
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 9
and 10 - Great Engines of
the Past. Pinellas Pioneer
Settlement, 2900 31st St. S. 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Antique engine
demonstrations, tractor pulls, a
tractor parade, hay rides and
old time music. 727-866-6401.
Saturday, Feb. 16 - Get Active
Tampa
Bay.
Vinoy Park,
Bayshore Drive and 7th
Avenue Northeast 10 a.m. to
10 p.m. Over 50 sport activities
for families^ seniors and teen
with music and food. Free.
727-456-3100.
Saturday, Feb. 23 - Suncoast
Classic. BayWalk, 2nd Street
and 2nd Avenue North 6 a.m.
10k and 5k run. 9 a.m. Pelican
mile. 9:30 a.m. fun run.
Register at www.runforkids.com
or 727-767-8221.

FEBRUARY IS
BLACK HISTORY MONTH
“History, despite its

Sunday, Feb. 24 - Black
History Pageant's 30th Annual
Production. Progress Energy
Center for the Arts
at
Mahaffey Theater, 400 1 st St.

Tuesday, Feb. 5 . - Lecture
by Robert Bazell, NBC's
chief science correspondent.
Progress Energy Center for the
Arts at Mahaffey Theater, 400
1st St. S. 8 p.m. Part of the
USF St. Petersburg Energy
and Environment Series. 727873-4088

duction
illustrating
black
history facts through acting,
singing, poetry and dance.
727-892-5767

Saturday, Feb. 9 - Walking
Tour of Downtown St.
Petersburg Historic District.
Central Avenue and 2nd Street
second Saturday monthly, 10
a.m. to noon. St. Petersburg

Friday, Feb. 29 - Jersey Jazz.
Progress Energy Center for
the Arts, Bayview Room, 400
1st. St. S., 7:30 p.m. $20.
www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com
or www.mahaffeytheater.com

may apply for Campbell
Park
Elementary,
the
Montessori Program at
Gulfport Elementary (only
incoming
kindergarteners
and other eligible students),
Lakewood Elementary or
Maximo Elementary during
the Feb. 11-22 application
period. A child will not lose
his or her current school
assignment if parents apply
to one of these schools.
Qouglas
L.
Jamerson
Elementary
and
James
Sanderlin
Elementary,
which used to be Area A
magnets, now are county
wide programs available for
application by all students.
Discovery Nights are
scheduled Feb. 4-22 at the
schools. The dates and times
are
available
in
the
“Directory of Programs”
and
at
www.pcsb.org/
magnet/dn.html.
Parents should contact
schools directly for dates
and times of school tours.
Links to school websites,
virtual
tours,
school
brochures
and
other
important data about schools
also can be found on the
website.

CLASSIFIED
WELCH ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICE
1601 16th Street South, St Petersburg, FL
(727) 894-0511 • (727) 823-7910
Income Tax Preparation
24- Hour Rapid Refund Available
Notary Public
Information Available on Reverse Mortgages
(Serving the Community at this Location Since 1966)

AFRICAN-AMERICAN ATTORNEY
•
•
•
•

Worker’s Compensation (Job Injuries)
Employment Law (Job Discrimination)
Personal Injury (Auto Accidents)
Bankruptcy Law (Chapter 7 & 13)
Atty. Roderick O. Ford, Esq.
(727) 209-0814
www.fordlaw.org

SOUTHGATE APARTMENTS
NEW PORT RICHEY
62+1 bedroom $435.00
Minimum income required $1400.00
Adjacent to Southgate Shopping Center

Call 1-727-847-1110
Darius Wilson
Detailing

wrenching pain, cannot

Custom Detailing
Owner and Operator

S. 4 p.m. Theatrical youth pro

be unlived, but if faced

St.Petersburg Florida

with courage, need not

C.-727-557-6294
or 727-320-5294

be lived again.”
~ Maya Angelou

Vernetll964@yahoo.com

BETTER THAN THE BEST!!!
BISHOP HURIAH
KING OF ALL THE MODERN DAY PROPHETS
Master In All Casework
Lawsuits, Court-Cases, Reunite Separated,
Nature Problems And Cross-Condition, Hard Times

One Day Hot Special Blessing
100% (Guaranteed)
Call Now 24-Hours Toll Free 800-399-7353
www.bishophuriah.tv

T-SHIRTS . UNIFORMS . SPORTSWEAR. FAMILY REUNIONS . MEMORIALS

PHs (727)768-7529

PHs (727)823-2500

UNIVERSITY

Classified Ads Work!!

* WE GOT IT 1 »»

NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!

CUSTOM WEAR FOR YOUR CUSTOM NEEDS
1550 16TH ST. S.

Place Your Ad Today!!

EML: SCORPIOS2109@YAHOO.COM
GRAPHICS . SCREEN PRINTING . EMBROIDERY. BANNERS . SIGNS & MORE I

Call (727) 896-2922
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

celebrate
being
a woman

MS

Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617
Larri/ Eugene Walker •

Insurance

Great At.itomobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

You love choices! With the latest shades,
anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,

IBLWeUCare-

I can show you beautiful products suited

Get more from .your Medicare"

just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!
Dianne Speights
Independent Beauty Consultant
www.marykay.com/dspeights
(727) 866-6621
(727) 896-6556

www.theweeklychallenger.com

YOU DON’T
HAVE TO
BE A HERO
TO BE A
HERO

Michelle Anderson
1-813-401-8930
1-727-331-7809
TTY/TDD: 1-877-247-6272
WellCare is a health plan with a Medicare contract.
M0812_NA(B7i6_WCM_ADV_EN6' '

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR ADVERTISERS!

NA_ffl_WF
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Twenty-Four Graduates
Of Pasco County’s Drug Court
Will Be Honored

Rep. Frank Peterman Jr.
Elected Chairman Of The Fla.
Legislative Black Caucus

Representative
Frank Peterman Jr.

TALLAHASSEE
Representative
Frank
Peterman Jr., D-Saint
Petersburg, was elected the
new Chairman of the Florida
Legislative Black Caucus at a
special election Tuesday, Jan.
22. Rep. Peterman replaces
interim Chairwoman Senator
Larcenia Bullard (D-Miami)
who
held
the
position

after former Chairman
Representative Wilbert “Tee”
Holloway was appointed by
Governor Charlie Crist to the
Miami-Dade Public School
Board.
Representative Peterman
currently
serves
on
the Legislative Budget
Commission, chairman of the
Legislative Review Committee
under the Florida Council on
the Social Status Black Men
and Boys and as highest
Democratic ranking member
of the
Juvenile
Justice
Committee. Representative
Peterman has wasted no time
in formulating and putting into
actions, what he vows will be a
new focus on “legislative

issues pertinent to the
African American community,
managing current affairs, and
the continued development of
the overall structure of the
organization.” As proof of his
plan for proactive issues man
agement, Rep. Peterman will
be actively working with
members of the Caucus in
developing
strategies
to
stimulate the economic devel
opment in African American
communities across Florida.
Representative Peterman
stated, “by recognizing that
uplifting the lowest economic
groups with the most economic
possibilities, can only further
strengthen the great state of
Florida as a whole.”

LAND O’ LAKES - The first
24 graduates of Pasco County’s
Drug Court were honored
Thursday (Jan. 31) in a 5 p.m.
ceremony in Building 3 at the
Pasco School Board Offices, Land
O’ Lakes, Since this is the firstsuch program in Pasco, some of
you may not be aware of the emo
tionalism that is displayed by the
graduates who have overcome all
kinds of diversity and scrutiny
to finish the court-managed
treatment program.
Some graduates will be formal
speakers on the program, and
others will be available for inter
views. Although it will be an
official court proceeding, photog
raphy and video rules will be
waived, providing ample opportu

nities for the media to gather
stories about people who have
gotten off drugs and turned their
fives around.
These
graduates
have
completed the closely monitored,
court-supervised treatment
program since it began a year ago.
Approximately 60 more are
expected to have graduated from
the program by the time the
statewide ceremony is held in
May.
• It is estimated that Pasco
Adult Drug Court has already
saved taxpayers more than
$500,000. This estimate involves
the approximately 50 drug court
clients who entered guilty pleas and
received out-patient drug treatment
instead of the minimum sentence.

• A total of 194 clients are
currently enrolled in the program.
• Four drug free babies have
been bom to program participants
since last January.
• Two graduates have
completed work for their GED
• Diversity ofthe program par
ticipants (from unemployed to
business owners; from young
adults to older residents; from the
healthy to people with serious or
catastrophic illness).
• The Pasco program is too
young to have valid recidivism
data, but in Pinellas County where the program has been going
for six year, the rates are approxi
mately 16 percent one year after
graduation and approximately 27
percent after two years.

If you think there might be a
warrant for your arrest...
Please call
(727) 322-0664
AVOID THE EMBARRASSMENT OF BEING

A

»

Webb s
Bail
Bomb

Easy Payment
Plans

Collateral
not always needed

826 49th St. S.
St. Pete Fl. 33707

United in song, and in
pursuit of new choir robes.

^38-11-05]

For every member of your group who opens a checking account with SunTrust, we’ll donate
$100 to the qualified non-profit organization of your choice.
Simply open your SunTrust checking account, accept and make any purchase with your new
SunTrust Visa® Check Card, and submit a completed redemption form, SunTrust will then donate
$100 in your name to the cause of your choice, which means you and likeminded friends can
make something very special happen, If your cause is a little more personal, you can get a

CASH 3

$50 SunTrust Visa® Gift Card instead.
SunTrust also offers SunPoints for Charity,SM an ongoing rewards program that tets you keep
supporting your favorite cause by turning everyday banking into everyday giving.

685

121

340

Seize the opportunity to do something great. Visit your local SunTrust branch,
call 800.485.8982, or visit suntrust.com/mycause for complete details.

DOG DAYS
SunTrust

I

Seeing beyond money
Open a new SunTrust personal or business checking account from January 22 through March 29, 2008, accept and make a purchase with your SunTrust Visa
Check Card by May 15, 2008 and submit a redemption form by May 15, 2008, to be eligible to either donate $100 to the charity of your choice or receive a $50
Visa Gift Card. Charity must be an IRS recognized 501(c)(3). Charity listing provided at suntrust.com/mycause. Account must be in good standing at the time
incentive is paid. All incentives will be mailed by June 30,2008. Offer subject to withdrawal at any time.

The Visa Gift Gard is accepted everywhere in the United States the Visa Debit Card is accepted.
SunTrust Bank. Member FDIC. ©2008, SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust and Seeing beyond money are federally registered service marks of SunTrust Banks, Inc.
SunPoints for Charity is a service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Former UM, Dolphins
Stars Say Goodbye
To Oranae Bowl

BUCS
CORNER
Bucs' Alstott, A Former Boilermaker, Retires
neck problem that was not related
to a career-threatening injury that
required surgery in 2003. He held
little hope for a return, but still
had difficulty saying his career
was over.
“Though mentally I feel like I
can continue, physically I can't,”
he said. “The second injury to my
neck will prevent me from
playing football fbreSr”B '

Mike Alstott

BY FRED GOODALL
TAMPA (AP) - Tampa Bay's
A-Train has made his final run.
Six-time Pro Bowl fullback
Mike Alstott announced his
retirement after 12 seasons
Thursday, saying goodbye to the
NFL during a tearful news confer
ence in a meeting room where the
Buccaneers played (a highlight
film of some of his most
memorable plays.
The Bucs all-time touchdown
leader, who played at Purdue
from 1992-95, spent the 2007
season on injured reserve with a

fullback whose job was to block
for a featured runner;
He was selected to play in the
Pro Bowl six consecutive seasons
from 1997-2002, however his
role in the offense diminished
dramatically after Gruden arrived
in Tampa Bay six seasons ago.
In 12 seasons, he rushed for
5,088 yards, second on the Bucs'
career list. He also caught 305
Flanked on a podium by his passes for 2,284 yards and 13
wife, coach Jon Gruden, general TDs.
manager Bruce Allen and
Oazer said 7,325 players
executive vice president Bryan have played since 1990. Alstott is
Glazer, Alstott choked up on three the 18m during that span to play
different occasions while talking 11 or more seasons with one team
about how difficult it will be to and retire with that team.
not be around his teammates on a
Together
with
Derrick
daily basis.
'1
Brooks, Warren Sapp, John
“If you needed a yard, Mike Lynch, Ronde Barber and former
would get you two,” said Glazer, Bucy coach Tony Dungy, Alstott
one of the sons of Bucs owner helped transform one of the
Malcolm Glazer. “If you needed NFL's worst franchises into a
to grind out the game at the end, championship contender.
Mike was the man for you.”
? , He entered the league as a
Arguably the most popular second-round draft pick in 1996,
player in franchise history, Alstott and Glazer noted one of his two
was better known for bouncing fkvOBite Alstott moments came
off defenders and breaking tft following season when the
tackles than as a traditional fUlbacfapmbled 3byards for a

Garcia Replaces
Favre On NFC Pro
Bowl Roster
TAMPA (AP) - Tampa Bay touchdowns against just four inter
quarterback Jeff Garcia is headed ceptions in 13 starts. He began the
to the Pro Bowl for the fourth time, season with 197 consecutive
replacing Green Bay's Brett Favre attempts without an interception, a
Bucs record.
on the NFC roster.
The other NFC quarterbacks
Garcia signed with the
Buccaneers as' a free agent last are Tony Romo and Matt
winter and led the team to the NFC Hasselbeck. Garcia is the only
Tampa Bay player making the trip
South title in his first season.
Garcia completed 63.9 percent to the annual all-star game in
of his passes and threw for 13 Hawaii.

TD that help the Bucs beat Detroit
for their first playoff win in 18
years.
“It signified the beginning of
a rebirth for this franchise,” the
team executive said, adding that
his other favorite was Alstott's 2yard TD run during Tampa Bay's
victory over Oakland in the Super
Bowl in January 2003.
“I lived in Chicago before we
bought the Buccaneers, and I
know how that town agonized
over the fact that the great Walter
Payton did not score a touchdown
in its Super Bowl (victory)/’
Glazer said, turning toward
Alstott. “I'm so happy that you
had an opportunity to score a
touchdown in this team's greatest
time.” g
Alstott played down his
personal
accomplishments,
instead stressing how gratifying it
was to play with other outstand
ing players as part of a team that
changed the perception of the
franchise.
■ “We turned this into an elite
organization,” he said. “It's been a
great ride, an unbelievable ride.”

'George Yarno
Added To Bucs

i(-SI

Coaching Staff
TAMPA (AP) - George

seasons, 11 in the NFL and

Yamo was hired Friday as an
assistant offensive line coach
with
the
Tampa
Bay
7 Bqccaneers.
The one-time Bucs player
spent the past five seasons as
offensive line coach at his
alma mater, Washington State.
Yamo played 13 pro

two in the USFL. He was with
the Bucs for a pair of stints
(1979-83, 1985-87) totaling
eight seasons. He also played
one season each in Atlanta,
Houston and- Green Bay,
where he finished his career in
1990.

Turkoglu's Last-Second 3 Lifts Magic
To 96-93 Win Over Celtics

Orlando Magic

BY TRAVIS REED
ORLANDO (AP) - Even
Stan Van Gundy wasn't sure what
Hedo Turkoglu was doing.
An off-balance 3-pointer with
time running out - when all the
Magic needed to break a 93-all tie
against the Kevin Gamett-less
Boston Celtics was a two?
“I think he wanted to set it up
so he could hit a miracle and
make his final bid for the All-Star
game,” the Magic coach joked.
“If we win by seven, no drama. It
doesn't make as good of a case.
Turkoglu is having the best
season of his career, but he's a
long-shot for the Feb. 17 game in
New Orleans. He tried a few
tough shots down the stretch, as
Orlando let go of a double-digit
lead, but made the one that
counted for a 96-93 win.
“I didn't really want to settle
on a jumper,” Turkoglu said. I

just tried to go to the hole and take
a foul, but they had good defense
and forced me to take a tough
shot. I'm just glad it was right
there today.”
Orlando recorded its second
home win this season over
Boston, which played for the first
time without Garnett, who has an
abdominal strain.
“Obviously Kevin is the
heart and soul of what we do,”
Celtics guard Ray Allen said. “So
it was tough not seeing him out
there.”
Dwight Howard had 18
points and 16 rebounds for
Orlando, and Rashard Lewis
scored 15 points.
Orlando blew a 16-point,
second-half lead with a lousy
fourth quarter. The Celtics trailed
75-65 to open the period, then
held Orlando scoreless nearly
four minutes, and without a field
goal for more than five.
But the Celtics slipped into
their own fourth-quarter drought
over 2:47 and the Magic pulled
ahead by eight on two buckets
from Lewis, one a 3-pointer, and
an authoritative dunk from
Howard.
Allen hit a 3 for Boston to tie
it at 93 with 14 seconds left, and
Orlando took its time on the
last possession. Carlos Arroyo

dribbled up the court and held the
ball, the fans on their feet
screaming.
Turkoglu
curled
around and pulled up an ugly
shot, but it went in.
“It was a good shot," Celtics
forward Paul Pierce said. "I
thought I played pretty good
defense - cut off his initial drive,
he turned around and shot a 3pointer from two or three feet off
the line and sunk the shot.”
Pierce led Boston with 24
points and nine rebounds, Allen
scored 17 points and Rajon
Rondo had 15 points and five
assists.
January has been by far
Boston's worst stretch - five of its
eight losses have come this
month. But the Celtics, at 34-8,
are still by far the league's best.
The Magic lead the Southeast
Division at 28-18, but not by
much.
“Because they didn't have
Kevin Garnett arid we hit a
miracle shot at the end, it was
enough to win,” Van Gundy said.
The Celtics went the entire
first half, and most of the third
quarter, without a 3-pointer, but
Allen and James Posey found
them late. Posey nailed one to
start the quarter, then Allen hit
two within a minute and a half,
plus the game-tying shot.

The Magic trailed 46-43 at
halftime, but opened a double
digit lead with a 22-4 run keyed
by forward Brian Cook, who
didn't play in the first half.
Acquired with Maurice Evans in
a November trade that sent Trevor
Ariza to the Los Angeles Lakers,
Cook immediately started scoring
- nailing three 3-pointers and a
putback for 11 in the run.
Howard added two three
throws, a feat of some magnitude
for the 59.6 percent foul shooter,
to raucous chants of “M-V-P!”
The fourth-year standout is a
long-shot candidate, and his
Magic were looking good at the
time: up 69-53, in the third
quarter.
But that was with Garnett
resting a strained abdominal
muscle and Allen on the bench
with four fouls.
The Celtics outrebounded
Orlando through the first half
even without Garnett, though the
Magic ended up with a 43-38
edge on the boards. And Orlando
committed 20 turnovers for 31
Boston points, compared with 12
Celtics turnovers that led to 14
points for the Magic.
Posey had 16 points and six
rebounds off the bench for
Boston, and Leon Powe added
nine points and nine rebounds.

championship,
MIAMI (AP) - Dan national
Marino and Don Shula, sported a dapper dark suit and
regarded as Miami Dolphins red tie. Former Hurricane
Devin Hester, now a Pro Bowl
royalty, were there.,.
So were the five quarter kick returner for the Chicago
backs who won national cham Bears, showed up wearing a
pionships at the University of St. Louis Cardinals cap. He
did riot play
Miami.
in the game,
Even
but
said he
Dolphins
wanted to
defensive
support the
end Jason
Canes
Taylor,
Former
who never
D o1p h i ns
played in
defensive
the Orange
lineman Kim
Bowl,
The Orange Btiwl
Bokamper
came out
former Hurricanes
to say goodbye to the soon-to- teased
running
back
Melvin Bratton,
be-demolished stadium and
play in a flag football game who appeared to be heavier
between former Dolphins and than his playing weight, and
former Dolphins tight end Joe
UM players.
“I respect everything the Rose got in some shots, too.
“I haven't been impressed
Dolphins
and
Hurricanes
accomplished
here,”
said with the Canes,” Rose said in
Taylor, who was the only the first half. “This is one of
current Dolphins player on the the weakest teams I've ever
field Saturday. “But the real seen from the U.”
Countered wide receiver
reason I'm here is to catch a
Lamar Thomas: “Joe is still
pass from Dan Marino.”
About 15,000 fans - most upset that UM never recruited
\
wearing Dolphins shirts - him.”
Thomas played for both
watched Taylor reach that goal
in the Orange Bowl's final the University of Miami and
event. The Miami alumni beat the Dolphins
the former Dolphins, 65-51, in
Former Dolphins wide
receiver
Mark Duper ran a
a game rich in comedy and
couple plays and then sat out
nostalgia.
Marino showed he still has the rest of the game with a
a rocket arm. He completed his back injury.
;

passes,, all ofi them
right on target.

'

Howard Schnellenberger,
who led Miami to its first

“I guarantee you,” Rose
said, ‘Duper has not run in 20
years. ”

Super BowL XUI

The NeW York Giants
Vs.
The NeW England Patriots
Live This Sunday at 6:00 p.m.

AP TOP 25
1. Memphis (46) 19-0
2. Kansas (26) 20-0
3. Duke 17-1
4. North Carolina 19-1
5. UCLA 18-2
6. Georgetown 16-2
7. Tennessee 17-2 '
8. Michigan State 18-2 .
9. Washingtori State 17-2
10. Texas 16-3
11. Indiana 17-2
12. Butler 19-2
13. Wisconsin 16-3
14. Stanford 16-3
15. Xavier. 17-4
16. Drake 18-1

BASKETBALL
"tT.Marquette 14-4
18 Pittsburgh 16-4
19, Vanderbilt 17-3
20 Florida 18-3
. 21. Saint Maty's 17-2
22 Kansas State 14-4
23 Texas A&M 16-4
24 Mississippi 15-3
25. Baylor 16-3

NFL TRIVIA OF

Who holds the NFL tecord for most

100 yard rushing games in a career?

Hint: Is second only to Jerry Rice
in career touchdowns with 175.
Last Week’s Answer:

Drew Bledsoe
See Sports Page Next Week For The Answer!!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Juneteenth of
St. Petersburg Inc
Art Fundraiser

JAMM
Jazz Club of Sarasota
Promotes New Annual Event: The Gulf
Coast High School Jazz Festival
of retired educator Lucy White,
the only African American on
the Club’s board of directors at
that time. It was her desire to
have every child to know this
important African American
contribution to our history. She
did not want a program which
would be a part of black history
only, but a part of the complete
American story. Thus, working
together with arts educator
Nancy Roucher, Dr. Carroll
Buchanan, a scholar of AfricanAmerican history, and other
experts in social studies, they
helped to develop this program
which interconnects American
history with the history of jazz.
As an ardent advocate of
jazz, I strongly believe what
author Katherine
Silkaitis’
states in her essay “Fountain of
Youth - Teaching Kids About
Jazz”
(2005-2006 Jazz
Education Guide), “The
benefits kids can take from jazz
are numerous, just as they are
for a listener at any age.
Besides exposure to concepts

Participating in this historical
musical event were Haile
Middle School, Booker Middle
School,
Riverview
High
School, Out of Door Academy,
Sarasota High School, Charlotte
High School, Lakewood Ranch
High School II, Port Charlotte
High School, Manatee High
School, Lakewood Ranch High
School I, and the Pine View
School.
Seated in front of ,the stage
of the Sarasota High School
auditorium, the judges for the
event were Jack Brokensha,
former leader of The Australian
Jazz Quartet, Henry Ettman,
jazz historian, John Lamb,
former member of the Duke
Ellington Orchestra, Dominic
Mancini, musician and song
writer, .and Al Stewart, jazz
musician. Supervising the
judges was famous jazz pianist
and icon Dick Hyman.
Even though at first it
seemed as though the bands
were going to compete against
one another, that was not the

directly. He suggested to the
brass section that they bend
their notes during certain
measures. Also, Lamb recom
mended that the piano player,
when comping (piano accompa
niment to an improvised jazz
solo), should try to play louder,
and the same with the bass and
conga players.
Dick Hyman made sugges
tions to the Riverview High
School group pointing out that
the brass section was placing
too much staccato in their
playing, and that the bass player
should be seated forward to the
side, but still in front of the
band. After hearing the sugges
tions for improvement, the
bands would attempt to put it all
into practice.
Hearing the
sounds of improvement, each
time the audience would give a
loud round of complimentary
applause. This is the how the
event progressed through the
day from starting time of 10:30
a.m. until shortly after 4:30 p.m.
when the last band presented

of the Club. It’s theme for the

case at all. ..The role of the

their performance.

such as improvisation and

event was “Spotlighting the
future generation of jazz per
formers and supporters.”
It
brought to the stage eleven
schools to perform jazz tunes
under the direction of their
respective musical directors.

judges was not to rate as in com
petition, but to note areas where
the bands could make improve
ments. For instance, after
Booker Middle
School
completed their performance,
John Lamb addressed the group

The event was considered to
be a huge success and once
again places a “feather” into the
cap of The Jazz Club of
Sarasota. Some of you readers
may recall when I wrote a story
on another one of the Club’s
“firsts.” It was sometime in
2005, when I reviewed the
Club’s school program
“Jazzlinks: Jazz Connects to
History.” In fact, Jazz Historian
& Jazz Musician Nat Hentoff in
his Sept. 30,2004 article for the
Wall Street Journal stated that
the Club’s program was to his
knowledge the first of its kind
anywhere in the United States.
“Jazzlinks: Jazz Connects
to History” was the inspiration

a basic understanding of
America’s only homegrown
genre, jazz exposure at a young
age will significantly influence
their tastes later in life.”
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live
Jazz!”
Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear
from YOU! You may visit my
website at www. rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me at
JazzJamm@aolcom. You may
also mail your letters to Rick
Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The
Weekly Challenger, 2500 ML
King St., S.„ St. Petersburg, FL
33705.

At the top of the Jazz Club
of Sarasota’s brochure, it reads,
“The Jazz Club of Sarasota was
founded in 1980 to promote,
preserve, perform and educate
people about jazz: the original
American art form.” During the
entire day last Saturday, in the
auditorium of the Sarasota High
School, the Club once again
brought about a successful
“first” jazz event by promoting
a youth program “The Gulf
Coast High School Jazz
Festival.” Thus, as the Club has
promised to do, this brand new
program “promotes, preserves
and educates” by creating new
jazz programs, reaching out to
the community, and teaching
jazz to the youth in Sarasota and
nearby communities.
In the same paragraph, the
brochure goes on to say “It is
one of the liveliest, toe-tapping
groups in town, providing loads
of great jazz and community
programs for Florida’s West
Coast.” Personally, I believe
that’s an understated description

THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!

DougieMacLean
Friday, Feb. 8,7:30 p.m.
Tickets $20 advance • $25 day of show

• The best gospel music in Tampa Bay that will lift your spirits. Tune in daily from 6 a.m. -1 p.m.
• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music from yesterday. 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down memory lane listening to your favorite music. 7 p.m -10 p.m.
•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and easy. 10 p.m. -12 p.m.
• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m

2/7 Side Door Jazz, A Salute to Satchmo
Nate Najar w/Jon-Erik Kellso
2/9 Patricia Nevins, A Night for Romance

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond
at (727) 821-9947

email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com
DA I I A DI I I L J I B°x OFFICE (727) 822-3590

rA L L AUI U M I WWW.MYPALLADiUM.ORG

at ST. PETERSBURG C O L L E G E I 253 FIFTH AVE. N., ST. PETERSBURG, Fl 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR

TJTl

OLYMPIAN SUPPORTORS Gus & Frances Stavros, Hough Family
Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey. Progress Energy, RBC Dain
Rauscher, Sembler Company, St. Petersburg Times, Ray and Nancy Murray.

Request Line (727) 8644600
OFFICE (727) 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 1 st Avenue North

St. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

caption coming

ST. PETERSBURG Juneteenth of St. Petersburg
Inc. has teamed up with Park
West Gallery (home to the
largest collection of fine art in
the world) to conduct a Fine
Art Auction fundraiser, to be
held on Feb. 9 - 10, at the
Tampa Marriott Westshore.
This is an invitation only
auction and it will feature
art by the masters from
Rembrandt to Picasso.
Contemporary artists’ works
like Peter Max, Tarkay,
Kincade and others will also
be available. Local chairper
sons for the event are: Faye
Dowdell-Juneteenth coordina
tor and Patty Van Alstine. Art
Auction Committee Members
are:
Rinita
Anderson,
Margaret Miller and Robert
Smith.
Juneteenth

of

St.

Petersburg Inc. (a 501 3 c non
profit)
organizes
the
Juneteenth Family Festival in
St. Petersburg, Fla. which is a
celebration commemorating
the emancipation of slavery.
This multi-cultural festival
will be held on June 21, at
Campbell Park, in St.
Petersburg. In 2008, the
festival will be made possible
in part with co-sponsorship
from the City of St.
Petersburg, the St. Petersburg
Times, other local sponsors,
vendors and with the support

of over 100 dedicated volun
teers. The theme for the
2008 festival is “Celebrate
Freedom.”
Juneteenth commemorates
the day when slaves in the last
geographic area in America
where slavery existed learned
of their freedom. This took
place on June 19, 1865, in
Galveston, Texas, when Union
General Gordon Granger read
General Order #3, announcing
that “all slaves are free” by
Proclamation of President
Abraham Lincoln. The
Emancipation Proclamation
was signed by President
Abraham Lincoln on Sept. 22,
1862, and issued on Jan. 1,
1863. It took over two and a
half years for the news to
travel to southwest Texas.
In 2007, the City of St.
Petersburg committed to help
sponsor the event but due to
budget cutbacks scheduled for
2008, this event will only
receive sponsorship (in name
only) from the City. The
support of the community and
corporate sponsors are crucial
for the survival of Juneteenth
Family Festival.
To have a good time and
help a great cause, please
contact Faye Dowdell, coordi
nator for Juneteenth of St.
Petersburg Inc. at (727) 7436792. Volunteers are needed.

Gospel Brunch
TAMPA - Join us for a
casual Sunday brunch and you
will be treated to lively music
performed by groups who raise
their voices (and your spirits).
Dine on Mise en Place’s
culinary delights. The Henry
B. Plant Museum and The
Tampa Chapter of The Links
Inc. invite the community to a
Gospel Brunch on Sunday,
Feb. 10, in the Music Room
adjacent to the Museum.
Gospel music performed by
some of the area’s finest
musicians begins at 11:00 a.m.
Seating begins at 10:30 a.m.
and continues until 1:30 p.m.
Be prepared to sing a few
gospel hymns but don’t be
afraid if you don’t know the
words. As a souvenir of the
day, an old-fashioned church
fan will be given to each partic
ipant with two or three gospel
hymns printed on the back.
This is reminiscent of the days
of the Tampa Bay Hotel, when
hotel guests could purchase
fans to help keep cool from the
Florida heat, and for use as a
memento of their unique
vacation.
The Gospel Brunch host
committee includes Jo

Apthorp, Evelyn Davenport
Bethune, Susan and George
Gage, Kay and Rod Heller,
Mallory Lykes and David
Belcher, Marlina and Fred
McClure, and Frances and Joe
Sykes.
The Henry B. Plant
Museum
interprets
the
tum-of-the-century Tampa Bay
Hotel and the lifestyles of
America’s Gilded Age. Critical
to the success of this
mission is the restoration and
preservation of this National
Historic Landmark, an opulent
1891 railroad resort, the
artifacts significant to its
history, and the life and work
of Henry Bradley Plant. The
museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., and Sunday’s noon to 4
p.m. Closed Mondays
Links is an international
organization for women of
color whose mission is to
promote the arts, study national
and international trends and
services, and support cultural
and educational services
for children. Please call
813-258-7301 or email
hbrabham@ut.edu for reserva
tions.
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BLACK HISTORY
"Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”
James Weldon
Johnson

James Weldon Johnson

James Weldon Johnson was
an American author, critic, jour
nalist, poet, anthropologist,
educator, lawyer, songwriter,
early civil rights activist, and
prominent figure in the Harlem
Renaissance. Johnson is best
remembered for his writing,
which includes novels, poems,
and collections of folklore. He
was also one of the first African
American professors at New
York University.
Johnson was bom in
Jacksonville, Fla., the son of
Helen Louise Dillet and James
Johnson. Johnson was first
educated by his mother (a public
school teacher) and then at
Edwin M. Stanton School, a
school for African American
students in Jacksonville, until
1906: At the age of 16 he
enrolled at Atlanta University,
from which he graduated in
1894. In addition to his
bachelor’s degree, he also
completed
some
graduate
coursework there. He served in
several public capacities over
the next 35 years, working in

grades. In 1897, Johnson was
the first African American
admitted to the Florida Bar
Exam since Reconstruction. In
the l930s Johnson became a
Professor of Creative Literature
and Writing at Fisk University in
Nashville, Tenn., where he
lectured not only on literature
but also on a wide range of
issues to do with the life and
civil rights of black Americans.
In 1899, Johnson moved to
New York City with his brother,
J. Rosamond Johnson to work in
musical
theater.
Johnson
composed the lyrics of “Lift
Ev’ry Voice and Sing,” original
ly written for a celebration of
Lincoln’s birthday at Stanton
School. This song would later
become known - and adopted as
such by the NAACP - as the
Negro National Anthem. The

James Weldon Johnson

education, the diplomatic corps,

song

was

entered

into

the

civil rights activism, literature,
poetry, and music. In 1910
Johnson married Grace Nail, the
daughter of a prosperous real
estate developer from New
York. He became a member of
Sigma Pi Phi and Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity Inc. at some
point after its founding in 1914.
After graduation he returned
to Stanton, where, at the young
age of 23, he became principal.
Johnson improved education by
adding the ninth and tenth

Congressional Record as the
official
African
American
National Hymn following the
success of a 1990 rendition by)
singer Melba Moore and a bevy
of other recording artists. After
successes with their songwriting
and music, the brothers worked
for Broadway and collaborated
with producer and director Bob
Cole. Johnson and his brother
composed the opera Tolosa
which satirizes the U.S. annexa
tion of the Pacific islands.

In 1906 Johnson was
appointed U.S. consul of Puerto
Cabello, Venezuela. In 1909 he
transferred to be the U.S. consul
of Corinto, Nicaragua. During
his work in the foreign service,

Carter Godwin
Woodson

IFrom
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Aged around 30 at the time of
this photo, James W. Johnson
had already written Lift Ev’ry
Voice and Sing and been
admitted to the Florida bar.

Johnson became a published
poet, with work printed in the
The Century Magazine, and in
The Independent.
During his six-year stay in
South America he completed his
most famous book “The
Autobiography of an ExColored Man” which was
published anonymously in 1912.
It was only in 1927 that Johnson
admitted his authorship stressing that it was not a work
of autobiography but mostly
fictional. Other works include
“The Book of American Negro
Spirituals”
(1925),
“Black
Manhattan” (1930), his explo

ration of the contribution of
African Americans to the
cultural scene of New York, and
“Negro
Americans,
What
Now?” (1934), a book calling
for civil rights for African
Americans. Johnson was also an
accomplished
anthropologist,
and his anthologies provided
inspiration, encouragement, and
recognition to the new genera
tion of artists who would create
the Harlem Renaissance of the
1920s and 1930s.

George Washington
Williams

George Washington Williams
was an American Civil War
veteran, minister, politician
and historian. Williams was
bom in Bedford Springs,
Penn., to Thomas and Ellen
Rouse Williams. He was
the eldest of four children;
his brothers were John,
Thomas and Harry. After a
limited education and a
stint in a “house of refuge”
where he learned barbering,
IV
Williams enlisted in the
Union Army under an assumed
name when he was only 14 and
fought during the final battles of
the American Civil War.
Back home, he enlisted for a
five-year stint in the army and
while in the Indian Territory, was
wounded in 1868. He remained
hospitalized until his discharge.
Once back in civilian life, the
young veteran decided to attend
college and was accepted at
Howard University. Records do
not show his having stayed there

Leopold n, King of the Belgians
and Sovereign of the Independent
State of Congo” from Stanley
Seminary.
Falls
on July 18, 1890. In this
He met Sarah A. Sterrett
letter, he condemned the brutal
during a visit to Chicago in 1873
and they were married the and inhuman treatment the
Congolese were suffering at the
following spring. They had one
son After graduation, he was
hands of the colonizers. He
mentioned the role played by
ordained as a Baptist minister and
Welsh
explorer,
Henry M. Stanley,
sent to the Congo
by the King, in
tricking and mis
treating
the
Africans. Williams
reminded the King
that the crimes
committed were all
committed in his
name, making him
as guilty as the actual
Ohio Statehouse
culprits.
He
appealed to the inter
held several pastorates, including
the historic Twelfth Baptist national community of the day to
“call and create an International
Church of Boston.
Commission to investigate the
In 1889, Williams was
granted an informal audience charges herein preferred in the
name of Humanity...” (For much
with King Leopold II of Belgium,
At that time, the Congo Free State more about this situation, read the
book
“King
was the personal possession of, best-selling
the King. In spite of the Leopold’s Ghost”).
Traveling home from Africa,
monarch’s objections, Williams
went to Central Africa to see the George Washington Williams
died in Blackpool, England on
conditions there for himself,
where he addressed “An Open Aug. 2, 1891, and is buried in
Letter to His Serene Majesty Layton Cemetery, Blackpool.

awareness and knowledge of their
contributions to humanity and left
behind an impressive legacy.
Woodson was bom in New
Canton, Va., the son of former
slaves James and Eliza Riddle
Woodson. His father had helped
the Union soldiers during the
Civil War, and afterwards moved
his family to West Virginia when
he heard they were building a
high school for blacks in
Huntington. Coming from a
large, poor family, Carter could
not regularly attend such schools,
but through self-instruction he
was able to master the fundamen
tals of common school subjects

by the time he was 17.
In 1895 at the age of 20,
Carter entered Douglass High
School where he received his
diploma in less than two years.
From 1897 to 1900, Carter G.
Woodson began teaching in
Fayette County, and in 1900, he
became the principal of Douglass
High School. Woodson finally
received
his
bachelor
of
Literature degree from Berea
College in Kentucky. From 1903
to 1907 he was a school supervi
sor in the Philippines. He then
attended the University of
Chicago where he received his
M.A. in 1908, and in 1912 he
received his Ph.D. in history from
Harvard University. His doctoral

very long and in 1870, he began
studies at the Newton Theological

George Washington Williams

inevitable outcome of thorough
instruction to the effect that the
Negro has never contributed
anything to the progress of
mankind.” In 1926, Woodson
single-handedly pioneered the
celebration of “Negro History
Week”, for the second week in
February, in order to coincide
with the birthday celebrations for
Abraham Lincoln and Frederick
Douglass. The week was later
extended to become Black
History Month for the entire
month of February.
He was never one to shy
away from a controversial
subject, and utilized the pages of
Negro World to contribute to
various fashionable debates. One
of these debates was on West
Indian-African
American
relations. Woodson summarized
that “the West Indian Negro is
free.” He felt that West Indian
societies had been more success
ful at properly dedicating the
necessary amounts of time and
resources needed to realistically
educate and genuinely emanci
pate people. These opinions were
the result of observing and
approving of the efforts on the
Carter Godwin Woodson
part of the West Indians to inject
History, founded Sept. 9,1915, in black materials into their school
Chicago, was the result of, this curricula.
Woodson was often ostra
conviction. In January 1916
Woodson began the publication cized by many African American
educators and intellectuals of the
of the scholarly Journal of Negro

dissertation,
based on his
research at the
Library
of
Congress while
teaching high
T£ACH£R(HriTORIAtt, PUBLISHER.
Bwh
school
in
waiku,
wood •
Washington,
r
was
entitled
h
“
T
h
e
Disruption of
Virginia.”
Carter Woodson biographical cartoon
By this time,
drawn by Charles Alston in 1943, for the
convinced that the
United States Office of War Information.
role
of his own
Carter Godwin Woodson was
an African American historian, people in American history and in
author, journalist and the founder the history of other cultures was
of Black History Month. He is being either ignored or misrepre
considered the first to conduct a sented among scholars, Woodson
scholarly effort to popularize the realized the need for special
value of Black History. He recog research into the neglected past of
nized and acted upon the impor the Negro. The Association for
tance of a people having an the Study of Negro Life and
1903 TO W0B, ML WOOPJON WM A
SUPERVISOR OF SCHOOLS iN THE PHILIPPINES.
HIS-HEAOQttAEtERS WERE LOCATED HEAR,
THE SPOT WHERE THE FIRST JAPANESE
,
FORCES LAMED AFTER PEARL HARBOR.

History, which, despite depres

time because of bis insistence on

sions, loss of support from foun
dations and two World Wars, has
never missed an issue. In 2002 it
was renamed the Journal of
African American History, and
continues to be published by the
Association for the Study of
African
American
History
(ASAAH).
After retiring from Howard
University, Dr. Woodson devoted
the rest of his life to historical
research, and to preserving the
history of African Americans,
whose contributions, he noted,
“were overlooked, ignored, and
even suppressed by the writers of
history textbooks and the teachers
who use them.” Race prejudice,
he concluded, “is merely the
logical result of tradition, the

inviting special attention to one’s
race. At the time, these educators
felt that it was wrong to teach or
understand African American
history as in any way separate
from
a
general
(usually
Eurocentric) view of American
history. According to these
educators,
“Negroes”
were
simply
Americans,
darker
skinned, but with no history a part
from that of any other. Thus
Woodson’s efforts to get black
culture and history into the
curricula of institutions (even
Historically black ones) were
often unsuccessful. That schools
have set aside a time each year, to
focus upon African American
history, is Dr. Woodson’s most
visible legacy.

John Henrik Clarke

John Henrik Clarke

John Henrik Clarke bom
John Henry Clark in Union
Springs, Ala. to John (a share
cropper) and Willie Ella (Mays)
Clarke (a washer woman), was a
Pan-Africanist, author, poet,

L to R - John Henrik Clarke,
Yosef Ben-Jochannan,
Chancellor Williams

historian, journalist, lecturer and
teacher. Clarke was one of the
most significant influences in the
search for the roles, Africans play
in World History.

As a child, Clarke’s father
took their family to Columbus,
Ga. There he went to school for
the first time and became the first
among his family’s nine children
to learn to read. As an autodidact,
he accomplished that feat “by
picking up signs, grocery
handbills...and by studying the
signboards.” Clarke taught the
junior class of his Sunday school
by the age of 10 and read the
Bible to old ladies in his
community.
Clarke’s best remembrance
of his school years were of his
first teacher, Evelena Taylor, in
Columbus. She was the first to
teach him to believe in himself by
simply stating to him “I believe in
you.” During his last year of
grammar school, Clarke “began
to receive some of the privileges
in the school that generally went
to the light-complected young
sters who were called “The Light
Brigade.” That group consisted of
children of professional blacks,
many of whom had a light com
plexion. Clarke led die so-called
“Dark Brigade” or poorer
children. He received the

privilege to ring the bell in the
school as the best student.
Clarke is often quoted as
stating that, “History is not every
thing, but it is a starting point.
History is a clock that people use
to tell their political and cultural
time of day. It is a compass they
use to find themselves on the map
of human geography. It tells them
where they
but
r e
important
ly,
what
they must
be.”
Clarke
was most
Clarke
known and
highly regarded for his lifelong
devotion to studying and docu
menting the histories and contri
butions of African peoples in
Africa and the diaspora.
Clarke’s systematic search
for the role of people from Africa
in history began when a lawyer
for whom he worked told him that
he “came from a people who had
no history myth from truth in
biblical history.”
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FAMU College of Pharmacy
Receives $250,000 in
Scholarships from Walgreens

Shocking Testimonies At
Liberia’s TRC Hearings Special
To The NNPA From GIN
(GIN) - “Ghastly horrible tes
timonies”
was
how
one
newspaper described the public
hearings of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission now
underway in Monrovia, Liberia.
Confessions of killing, torturing,
and burning have been emerging
in great detail from victims and
perpetrators of the country’s 14
year civil war, along with indict
ments of former government
officials said to have mastermind
ed some of the horrific events.
On the eighth day of TRC
hearings, witnesses described the
so-called Duport Road Massacre
of 1992, a heinous bloodletting
drama during which nearly 30
Liberians were butchered in cold

Left to right: Dr. Elbonie Moore, pharmacy manager, Tallahassee, Fla. (FAMU ’02);
Manuel Littlefield, pharmacy supervisor, Tallahassee, Fla. (FAMU *87);
FAMU President James H. Ammons; Dean Henry Lewis, III, College of Pharmacy and
Pharmaceutical Sciences; Jay Johnson, district manager, Tallahassee, Fla.;
Jeff Roland, pharmacy supervisor, Pensacola, Fla. (FAMU ‘98); and Tia Reynolds,
recruiter for Walgreens, display the $250,000 check presentation from Walgreens to FAMU.

,,, TALLAHASSEE
Walgreens, one of the fastest
growing, chain drug store
retailers in the United States,
presented
Florida
A&M
University’s (FAMU) College of
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical
Sciences (COPPS) with a gift of
$250,000 to be applied toward
the
College’s
scholarship
programs.
.; “We are extremely pleased
to receive this donation,” said
FAMU President James H.
Ammons. “It will assist us in our
effort to continue to. recruit the

our students is one ofmy key pri
orities and I would like to thank
Dr. Lewis and Walgreens for
supporting us in this area and
making this donation a reality.”
Representatives
from
Walgreeps making the presenta
tion were Manuel Littlefield,
pharmacy
supervisor,
Tallahassee, Fla. (FAMU ‘87);
Jeff Roland, pharmacy supervi
sor, Pensacola, Fla. (FAMU ‘98);
Dr. Elbonie Moore, pharmacy
manager,
Tallahassee,
Fla.
(FAMU ’02); and Jay Johnson,
district manager, Tallahassee,

we look forward to bringing new.
students into the pharmacy pro
fession,” said Littlefield.
“Walgreens pharmacy has
been a long time friend,
supporter ofthe college’s various
programs, and one of the leading
employers of our students gradu
ating from COPPS,” said Henry
Lewis III, dean of the college of
pharmacy and pharmaceutical
sciences. “It is through this type
of assistance that we can achieve
our vision of academic and
research excellence.”
Walgreens operates 6,149

best and brightest students to the

Fla.

pharmacy program. Increasing
the number of scholarships for

“We are happy to support
FAMU with this donation and

stores in the United States. Seven
hundred forty-two stores are
located in Florida.

HUD Secretary
To Discuss
Foreclosure
Prevention In
Florida
On Friday, Feb. 1 and
Saturday, Feb. 2, U.S.
Department of Housing
and Urban Development
Secretary, Alphonso
Jackson, will travel to
Jacksonville and Palm
Beach, Fla. to discuss fore
closure prevention.
At
eaich stop Jackson will
emphasize several of the
Bush
Administration’s
foreclosure prevention ini
tiatives and how they are
helping Florida families
keep their homes.
On Friday, Feb. 1, at
noon, Jackson will tour and
address employees at Bank
ot America’s fulfillment

center in Jacksonville.
The Secretary will be
joined
by
Senator
Mel Martinez and
Congressman Ander
Crenshaw. Press should
plan to arrive at 11:30 a.m.
for the noon event.
NOTE: Once
on
the
campus, it takes about ten
minutes to park and walk
to the Building 500 audito
rium.
On Saturday, Feb. 2, at
10:00 a.m., Jackson will
deliver the keynote address
at a HUD and United Way
sponsored Foreclosure
Prevention Workshop,; in
the Palm Beach area.

Senator
Nelson’s
Response
To State Of
The Union
Speech

Senator Bill Nelson

“The president has got us in a
mess he can’t fix in his 11 months
left in office. Largely the result ofhis
own misguided policies,
the
economy is slumping; the country’s
deficit is out of control; and, we’re
five years into a poorly planned and
executed war. This is why people
want change.”

Will Holcombe
Announced As Community
Colleges Chancellor
TALLAHASSEE
Education Commissioner Erie J.
Smith today announced Dr. Will
Holcombe as the Florida
Community
Colleges
Chancellor. Dr. Holcombe has
served as Interim Chancellor of
the Florida Department of
Education’s
Division
of
Community Colleges since
October 2007.

Holcombe has more than 30
years of experience in education
al leadership and collegiate
administration. A former U.S.
Marine
Corps
Captain,
Holcombe began his teaching
career at Ford Junior High
School in Brook Park, Ohio. He
later
joined
Florida’s
Community College System,
serving as an English professor at

Santa Fe Community College
and
Broward
Community
College.
Holcombe completed his
undergraduate
studies
at
Baldwin-Wallace College in
Ohio. He earned both his
master’s degree in education and
doctorate in college administra
tion from the University of
Florida.

blood.
James Makor of Liberia’s
non-governmental organization
Save My Future says the public
statements still contain surprises.
“One musician around here, I had
never knew that he was a general,
but during the public hearing we
got to know that he was a
general,” said Makor. “So in that
case now, most ofhis songs he had
always won public sympathy that
he was victimized, instead people
now know that he was one of the
guys that had a lot of power to
himself.”
Makor was referring to
Michael David, known as
Sundaygar Dearboy. Witnesses
have accused David of rapes and

beatings. One of Liberia’s most
popular stars, he sang the
campaign song for Liberia’s
president, Ellen Johnson Sirleaf
when she ran for office in 2005.
Makor says it is good for
Liberians to know the truth about
what happened.
“It is necessary that we get to
know some of the people, what
they did. For us to have the past
information, so we can know how
to interact with them,” added
Makor.
Out of 88 cases, the commis
sion has heard only 16. According
to the timetable set by the TRC, it
has about roughly 11 more days to
hear the balance of 72 cases
before going to other counties.

Billions Of Dollars In Free
Money For College Available
To Next Fall’s Students
RESTON, VA J The Sallie
Mae Fund announced that its
scholarship application season is
now open and invites students
attending college in the fall to
apply for more than $2 million in
scholarships it will award for the
2008-2009
school
year.
Applications,
eligibility
and
deadline information are now
available
at
www.salliemaefimd.org.
The Sallie Mae Fund offers

scholarship directories, especially
for Latino and African American
students.
• Watch
for scholarship
scams. You should never have to
pay for scholarship advice or
information.
• If you receive a scholarship,
be sure to write a thank-you note to
toe organization. You may want to
reapply for toe scholarship in toe
future so it is important to make a
good impression.

students tips for tapping into this
free money for college:

The Sallie Mae Fund provides
scholarships through a number of

• Apply for as many awards its own programs that address a
as you qualify for. Even small common barrier to higher
awards can be helpful in covering education access: financial need.
Some of these programs include:
the cost of books.
• “American
Dream”
• Pay close attention to
Program:
The
deadlines. Missing a deadline is a . Scholarship
American Dream program was
sure way to become disqualified.
• Look for
scholarships developed in partnership with toe
offered by a variety of sources, United Negro College Fund and
offers scholarships ranging from
including companies, unions,
foundations, community organiza $500 to $5,000 to African
American students with demon
tions, churches and more.
• Understand the conditions strated financial need. (Deadline:
of an award - such as maintaining April 15)
• “First in My Family”
a specific GPA or participating on
Scholarship
Program:
This
an athletic team.
program,
developed
in
partnership
• Tap into free scholarship
directories and searches offered by with toe Hispanic College Fund,
reputable educational organiza offers scholarships ranging from
tions. Three such tools are $500 to $5,000 to Hispanic
available at www.salliemaefimd.oig, American students who are toe
which provides a free, searchable first in their family to attend
database of scholarships, as well as college and have financial need.

OBAMA
continuedfrom front page
grooms community leaders and
vice president at the University of
Chicago. It’s a profile far from
the traditional first lady mold, a
fact that has bothered some, but it
is one with which many women
voters can identify, Obama said.
“I don’t think in this modem
society that the first lady role
would be traditional because
women like me are already
breaking the mold,” she said.
“The fact that I’m a vice president
of a company has thrown people
off. The fact that I have a career
and a spouse, that I am a great
speaker in my own right, some
would say compelling, sends
people in a tizzy at some level.
But that’s who women are.”
The challenges that most
women face, “struggling and
juggling” resources and maintain
ing a healthy work-family
balance, are those that she has
battled with, she said. And it was
those challenges, more so than
any fears about possible assassi-

nation attempts against her
husband, that made her reticent
about pursuing toe presidency.
“To toe extent that there was any
hesitation, it was based on toe fact
that this was a huge sacrifice of us
as a family,” Obama said.
“I thought more about my
girls and how do we make sure
their lives are whole, that they’re
still focused on school, that their
fives don’t get consumed in this
campaign, that they feel loved
and get toe attention that they
need, that we don’t miss their
activities.
I worried about finances,
making sure that we paid toe
mortgage. Those were the
thoughts that went through my
head.”
Obama’s openness about
these and other issues have drawn
criticism. But it is of little concern
to her, she said. “I don’t listen to a
lot of it. I tune out,” she said. “I
really stay focused on what I see
happening on toe ground. People
on toe ground don’t care about
this stuff. They’re really strug
gling and they want some hope

(Deadline: April 15)
• ‘Unmet Need” Scholarship
Program: Open to families with a
combined income of less than
$30,000, Unmet Need scholar
ships provide a “last-dollar”
resource when no other funds are
available. (Deadline: May 31)
• “Writers
of
Passage”
Scholarship: In partnership with
toe National Association for Equal
Opportunity in Higher Education,
this essay competition awards four
students from a Historically Black
College or University, or a pre
dominantly black college, a
$5,000 college scholarship and
their schools receive an additional
$20,000 grant from The Sallie
Mae Fund. (Deadline: Feb. 2)
Recently, The Sallie Mae
Fund announced these new
resources to help students research
scholarships
available
from
dozens of organizations:
• A free, comprehensive
database of scholarships available
at www.salfiemaefimd.org.
• Black College Dollars, a
directory of scholarships for
African
American
students,
developed in partnership with
BET Networks and toe Pell
Institute for toe Study of
Opportunity in Higher Education,
available at www.blackcollegedollars.org.

and some leadership. They warn
some answers and solutions. Al
that other stuff is just theater.”
And that is why a presidem
like her husband is necessary
because he represents hope
for a truly united, transformer
America, she said.
“We just are not that far apar
in this nation in terms of oui
hopes and our wishes and oui
struggles,” she said. “We jus
need leadership that can reminc
us of that and then try to unify anc
make that reality more clear tc
us.” Just what her husband repre
sents can be summed up in ar
experience she had while cam
paigning in South Carolina
Obama said.
“I just left a beauty parlor in s
small town in South Carolin;
where there was a 10-year-old gir
who walked up to me and said
‘Do you realize that if Baral
Obama is toe next president, he’:
going to make history?’ And
said, ‘Well, what would that meat
to you?’ And she said, ‘It mean
that I can be anything that
want.’”
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obituaries
“It’s all taken care of’
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

JO SMITH OS
FUNERAL HOME &
CREMATION SERVICE

Moses Spells Sr.

Mildred Studstill
Hudson

Juanita Mitchell
Wiggerton

Ruby Mae Smith

Moses Spells Sr. was bom to
the late Deacon Elijah Spells and
Elizabeth Williams Spells on
January 15, 1925 in Aiken
County, SC. He departed this life
on January 12, 2008.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: four daughters, Betty
Jean Bing (John) Dorchester,
MA, Maple Williams (Tommy)
and Sheryl Williams, both of St.
Petersburg, Angela McBride
(Ben), Largo, FL; four sons,
Moses Spells Jr., Kenneth Spells
(Tracy), Reginald Spells (Lottie)
and Vincent Spells, all of St.
Petersburg; step-children, Siedah
Atwater, LaTeshia, and Nikosi
Griffin, all of St. Petersburg; 22
grandchildren, ten great-grand
children; two sisters, Julia
Hickson of Philadelphia, PA and
Esther Stallings of Cincinnati,
Ohio; brother, John Spells of
Philadelphia, PA; three sisters-inlaw and a host of nieces, nephews
and friends.

Mildred Studstill Hudson
was bom to Henry Studstill and
Macy Williams Studstill in
Telfair County on June 14, 1936.
She departed this life on January
13, 2008.
She leaves to cherish her
memories: two sons, Larry D.
Studstill Hudson of Ocala, FL
and Vennail Lee Hudson Jr. of
Dallas, TX; daughter, Theresa
Sheila Hudson of St. Petersburg;
five grandchildren, one great
grandchild; and a host of uncles,
aunts, nieces, nephews, bothers
and sisters-in-law.

Juanita Mitchell Wiggerton,
63 of St. Petersburg, Florida
passed away on Friday, Jan. 4,
2008 at St. Anthony’s Hospital.
She was bom in Millen,
Georgia and she was a 1964
graduate of Burgess Landrum
High School. She was a lithog
rapher for the St. Petersburg
Times for 38 years and was also
recognized as a Silver Key Club
Member and she loved shopping
for hats. She was a member of
New Pleasant Grove Missionary
Baptist Church, where she was a
former member off the usher
board #3, and served on the
deaconess board.
Survivors
include
her
husband of 34 years, Larry
Wiggerton; one son, David R.
Mitchell of St. Petersburg; two
brothers, James Mitchell (Sonya)
of Zephyrhills and Jessie Green
of Tampa; her parents, Ruth and
David Sawyer of St. Petersburg;
her adopted sisters, Ann Burney
and Gwen Hill of St. Petersburg
and Ann Treadway of Atlanta;
and a host of nieces, nephews,
cousins, friends and neighbors.

Ruby Mae Smith was bom to
the late Sally and John Caldwell
on February 24, 1935 in
Byronville, GA. She departed this
life on January 17,2008.
She leaves to cherish her
memories: her children, Ruby
Caldwell (wade), J.W. Caldwell,
Melvin Caldwell and Josephine
Newton; stepchildren, Minnie
Jewel Walker (Ben) and Roger
Hill; sisters, Mytries Caldwell,
Willie Mae Caldwell and
Elizabeth Kates; brothers, Henry
Caldwell, John Caldwell, Charles
Caldwell, Willie J. Caldwell and
Johnny Caldwell; step-sister,
Clara Richardson; 18 grandchil
dren, 14 great-grandchildren, and
a host of nieces, nephews, other
relatives and loving friends.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME

ZION HILL MORTUARY

Our Professional Caring Staff...
Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity...
has established us, as a leader In the funeral industry.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.
“Upholding a tradition ofservice from ourfamily to yours *
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

727-894-2266 / Fax 821-8728
1534 l8th Avenue South • St Petersburg, FL 33705
www.smithfhinc.com
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Creal Funeral
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

Burial Spaces

To
Obituary Section

$990
Pre-need

Place Your

Interest-free

Funeral

financing

Announcement

available

State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

New Edition

11801-U.S. 19 N.

* In Memorium

Clearwater, FL

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

727-572-4355

&

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

“SB® SsW®

* Thank You

in

*
In
The Weekly

“A Piece of Mlqd, at tlje Tinje of Need”

Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D
and Immaculate and
family

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included
$6995.00

Challenger

Call Today For

ncludes: Removal, Embalming, Family Car, Hearse, Casket, Vault,

Special Rates

Chapel FacUities, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Professional Staff and On-Line Guest Book

“Service is

Soul’s Highest Calllqg”

Call: Dwayne E. Matt, L.F.D.
(727) 328-0466

727-896-2922
Prince and Edna Matt

Columbus "C.L."
Brooks Jr.

Willie Moody

Columbus “C.L.” Brooks Jr.
was bom to the late Columbus
Brooks Sr. and Rebecca HolmesBrooks on April 1, 1923 in
Crystal River, FL. He departed
this life on January 20,2008.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: his wife, Edith Brooks
of St. Petersburg; son, Charles
Gipson
(Marvell)
of
St:
Petersburg; two daughters, Ivey
Jean
Porter
and
Sheila
Haugabook (Chris, Sr.), both of
St. Petersburg; brother, Haywood
Brooks (Wilhemenia) of Stark,
FL; sister, Vennie Washington of
Daytona Beach, FL; seven grand
children, eleven great-grandchil
dren; and a host of nephews and
nieces.

Willie Moody was bom to
Robert Moody and Ethel Bates
Moody on June 11, 1932 in
Dunbarton, SC. He departed this
life on Wednesday, January 16,
2008.
He leaves to cherish his
memories: daughter, Wilhelmina
Maynor (Jerome) of Syracuse,
NY; son, Kirk Moody of New
Jersey; three sisters, Josephine
Moody of St. Louis, MO, Marie
Armstrong of Jacksonville, FL
and Elouise Kelly (George) of
Williston, SC; brother, Monroe
Moody (Ethel) of St. Petersburg;
seven grandchildren; and a host
of nieces, nephews, cousins and
friends.
CREAL FUNERAL HOME

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
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NATIONAL NEGRO ANTHEM
LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING
Stony the road we trod,
bitter the chastening rod,
Felt in the days
when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a steady beat,
have not our weary feet,
Come to the place
for which our fathers sighed?
We have come over a way
that with tears has been watered,
We have come, treading our path
through the blood of the slaughtered;
Out from the gloomy past,
till now we stand at last
Where the white gleam
of our bright star is cast.

Lift every voice and sing,
till earth and Heaven ring,
Ring with the harmonies of liberty;
Let our rejoicing rise,
high as the listening skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith
that the dark past has taught us,
Sing a song full of the hope
that the present has brought us;
Facing the rising sun
of our new day begun,
Let us march on
till victory is won.

Aged around 30 at the time of
this photo, James W. Johnson
had already written Lift Ev'ry
Voice and Sing and been
admitted to the Florida bar.

[ALI ■ I BI

S M E11 »•< MBM KAL1TALAL

955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727)894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-2089
Bethel1894@knology.net

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

Worship Services............................... 7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m,

Prayer Service (Wed)............................... .....6:00 p.m
Bible Study (Wed)......................................................6:30 p.m

Mission Statement:

Reverend David L.

Impact the world by equipping believers

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

^qnn^lly^

to reach the lost with the gospel ofJesus Christ.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Walking

in

TnE„f‘*OMfseD

Vision

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:3O a.m.

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373
Early Morning Worship........................

rAFundan^phrvest

Wednesday

Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Worship G e n t e r

.........................7:30a.m.

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Sunday School..................... ...............................t.i...........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................... .......................................11:00 a.m.

Log on:

(727) 686-9356
Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer Meeting...............

www.abundant-harvest.org

talking Tn
Baptist Cfturelj

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabayrr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

"Peculiar People Persuaded io Perform Y5ia Purpose”

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship - 11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStudy - 7:00PM

Victory Christian Center Church
3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727)321-0911
.victorychristiancenterchurchxom

(to book your travel engagements)

............................11:00a.m.

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

5Tew 5fCt. Olive "Primitive Baptist "dhurch

www.travelwiththechurch.com

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

_____

Breakfast Ministry....................Sunday 8:00 ajm.
Church School .........................9:00 ajm.
Morning Worship.......... ..........................10:30 ajm.
Bible Study.............
TuesdaY 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church .............
Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

Sunday School.............................. ..............................9:00 a.m.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

God of our weary years,
God of our silent tears,
Thou Who hast brought us
- thus far on the way;
Thou Who hast by Thy might,
led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray.
Lest our feet stray from the places,
our God, where we met Thee.
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine
of the world, we forget Thee.
Shadowed beneath Thy hand,
may we forever stand,
True to our God,
true to our native land.

Scheduled Services:
Early Morning...........................................
8:00a.m.Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Church School..................................................................9:45a.m.
Senior Pastor
Mid-Morning...........................
11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study......... 7:00 p.m.

TKe

(Promised Vision'

Seek.

Looking for a place to gain deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn't matter?
A non-denominational church that believes
God should be user-friendly?

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

YOUR CHURCH
can advertise here

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911

Rev. "Prentiss John Davis, Minister
S Vemnwa Da\is

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

£\

First Baptist Institutional
Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Dominion Worship Center Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

2830 22ndAvenue South
St. (Petersburg, Florida 33712

727-321-8574

727-327-8590

■
(Early Sunday Service........................8:00 am

Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday School (Enrichment..............9:10 am

Sunday School

Sunday Service....................................10:00 am

9:30 a.m.

Alfonso Woods,
Pastor

(Monday-Corporate (Prayer.......6:00 & 7:30

Morning Worship

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson, Pastor

it------------- "

Trinity (Presbyterian Church

“Learn To Take DOMINION Over Your Life’’

“Join Vs”

Tel: 727-898-2457 Fax: 727-895-8898'
unitytemp1eoffruth@msn.com

pastorwoods07@yahoo.com

Wednesday-Corporate Troyer.......... 6:00am

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES

Wednesday (Bihle Study
and (Family Training tfr...................7:30 pm

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 6:30 p.m.

Sunday- Corporate Troyer...............6:00 am

Bishop Albert E. Weaver
& Lady Tonya Weaver

Holy Communion Every First Sunday
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727)321-6631 • www.stmarlceh.org

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Schedule off Servlces

Sunday Worship Service..... ..10:00 a.m.
Sunday School............... .
....9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday).. ....7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).... ....7:00 p.m.

Church School.............................................. .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......................... ..
5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”
Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church
919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: info@greatenntzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org
Early Morning Worship..:......... ........... ......7:30 a.m.
Sunday School........................ ..................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............. ....... ................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.. ..11:00 a.m. -12 noon
Wednesday Bible Study............. ................. 6:00 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Wednesday Prayer Service......... ................ .7:00 p.m.
Pastor
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
,T>"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Friendship

10th Street Church Of God

Missionary Baptist Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

(727) 898-9407

207 - 10th Street North

Sunday School.....,.......—................ ..9:30 a.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 pan.

The church where
what God’s word teaches

"Inspiring and
Instructing"

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study
................7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

RevRS!orLBe“

"Praying and
Praising"

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

900 - 16th Avenue South • St Petersburg, Florida 33705
820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

SERVICES
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Sunday

Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pm.
PM. Service (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pm.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pm.

Wednesday Evening Bible Class........................................7:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Sunday School -10:30 am.
A. M. Service -11:30 aan.

Sunday Morning Bible Class.................................. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................................... . 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday........................ ...7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship........................................ 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............ ................ ...7:00 p.m.

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.

^W^ed!

Fraycr Tvwcr CiWRSn vr Qvd in Christ

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

...........11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 pan.

"Helping and
Healing"

Wednesday................ Noonday Bible Study and

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990

Morning Worship

'

"Serving and Saving

Sunday School...................................... 9:30 A.M.

Thursday

___ ______

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Sunday......... ....7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Tuesday

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 am.

Wednesday

Prayer Service - 7:30 pm.

Thursday

Bible Study (for aU ages) - 7:30 pm.

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

Queen Street
Church

Rev. Brian K. Brown

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Church School:....................................... 9:15 a.m. L;10:00 a.m.
Devotion:................................................ 10:00 a.m. — 10:20 a.m.

Of God In Christ

Praise and Worship:..................a.m. — 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service:

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

(727) 896-4356

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

10:30 ajn.

Bible Study each Tuesday: .................................... .....6:30 p.m.

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0921
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service
JCrfu ^Jhtluhelplnu (Wmimmity Ofurdj

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 1 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, EL 33712

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin....... ......................................... Associate Pastor

u

Children & Youth Ministry.............................................................Joyce Robinson

Sunday Services:
'5E>mi^T ■

Church School......................... 9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.

W

The Reverend Dr. Vikki T. Gaskin-Butler.................................Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry.............................................................................James Robinson

The Advancement Of Goo's Kingdom And

(727) 896-5228
w w w.spreadinghopeonline .org

Wednesday Services:

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor
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Revealing Truth Ministries.
Ministnes
St. Pete Beach, FL
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sunday

Worship Service 11:00 am

Bishop
Franklin Evans Sr.
Pastor
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^Lp T'WreTE BEACH, FL 33706

1 Corporate Prayer 1030am

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship

Walk By Faith and Not By Sight"
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Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

Sunday School............................ 9:30 A.M.
Worship Services..... 11:00 A.M. & 6:00 P.M.
Wednesday..................... PM. (Prayer)
7:00 P.M. (Bible Study)
Friday........................ 6:30 P.M. Youth Night

ME
||
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Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

3501 37th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-5144

'
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Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving an Extraordinary God!"
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Sunday School - 9:30 a.-m.

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant
and Lady Danita B. Bryant

te

1

The Old Landmark Cathedral

Schedule of Services

1

■Cain

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People”

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old
Landmark Church Family"

SB ■

33712 :

Clerk Ministry................................................................................ Wyvonnia McGee

Superintendent Mitchell L Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 6th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727/898-8616 • Fax: 727/502-9843
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CHURCH NEWS
St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church under the
leadership of its dynamic, spirited man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official staff of
deacons and trustees, and the entire congregation of St.
Mark, extend to the community at large its wishes that there
would be an overflowing of God’s blessings upon their
lives. St. Mark is grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine
that has as its central theme a belief that we are a haven of
hope, help, and healing for a world hungering for and
thirsting after the enlightened Word of God. At St. Mark,
we are Christians willing to work and partner in unity,
praising God for His awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church
“Giving thanks always for all things to God the Father in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ.” Ephesians 5:20

• Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting is held every

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr. God’s anointed
shepherd of Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, the official staff and the entire
Friendship Family located at 3300 3 lst. Street
South graciously extend to all a cordial
welcome to join us for worship. Our doors are
always open to our guest.
The vision at Friendship been given to
Pastor Evans by God. Join us as we venture
into a new year and a unique worship experi
ence in God’s holy place. This worship experi
ence leads to the victory in Christ Jesus.
The entire Friendship Church Family
would be delighted if you would accept our
invitation to worship with us during our early
morning worship service which commences at
7:45 a.m., church school at 9:30 am followed
by 10:45 a.m mid-morning worship. The
Deacons will serve during the devotional
period, the Adult Choir will provide songs of
praise to God and Pastor Evans will impart
God’s word to his people.

Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
• Senior Hour of Power Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
• Prayer Meeting and Bible Study every Thursday
evening at 7:00.
• St. Mark After School Tutoring Ministry: Neighbors
Involved in Kids Education (N.I.K.E.). Open to all
school age children every Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p;m.
• Destination Graduation Phase II is now in progress and
offers certified teachers, counselors and FCAT specialists each

Church Calendar of Events for February 2008

Tuesday and Wednesday evening from 6:30-7:30 pm.

Feb. 1 Business Meeting at 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday are for high school seniors only needing assistance

St. Mark Offers...
• Sunday School is held for both children and adults of

writing essays for college admissions and scholarships. Wed.

with applying for colleges, financial aid and scholarships, and

all ages. Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at

nights are for ages four years to 18 years. Certified teachers are

9:30 a.m. AH are invited to come out and join us.

available to assist with reading comprehension and applica

• Baptist Training Union is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m.

tion; reading readiness for children four to six years; Literary

Members and the general public are invited to come out

analysis/reading comprehension for Middle and High School

and study the Bible with us and learn “What Baptists

as well as FCAT, ACT and SAT preparation for those who still
need to pass or make a good score on these tests.

Believe.”
• Children and Youth Ministry Meetings are held

• St. Mark Technology Lab: The St. Mark Computer

every Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in the community

Lab will be open and available for use on Tuesday and

are welcomed to join us.

Wednesday evenings from 5:30 to 7:30;

• Feb. 20-22 Married Couples Conference Orlando, National Baptist Convention, USA

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

• Feb. 23 J.L. Fennell Scholars Workshop

Bible Study (Adult and Youth) and Prayer

• Feb. 23 Women of Hope Prayer Breakfast

“When you feel hopeless, look to the God of hope.”

Baptism, One Church “
Please join us each Wednesday at 12:00
pm for noonday Bible Study and each
Wednesday night at 7:00 pm for prayer service
and mid-week bible study.
Join us the first Wednesday of every month
for “Living Everyday In Victory” our
Wednesday night “LIVE” worship service at
7:00 pm. Pastor Evans will bring the word of
GodFriendship Missionary Baptist Church is
in need of a Minister of Music. A resume’ is
required. For more information, please call the
church office Monday
through Friday
between 9:00 & 3:00.
Please visit our website @www.fmbctheship.org for other church activities

Bethel A.M.E. Church

New Hope Missionary Baptist Church
“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE"
Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor • Theme: “Crossing Over...”
is held on Wednesday evenings. The schedule
Pastor Carlos L, Senior and the New Hope
Church Family invite you to worship with us
for 2008: Prayer - 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.
whenever our doors are opened. We believe Classes - 7:30 - 8:30 p.m. We are presently
firmly that when praises go up, blessings come studying the book of Romans, Why not join us?
down! Won’t you join us in giving God thanks
Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings
for the wonderful things He has done. Sunday at 11:00. “Effectual, fervent prayers of the
morning begins at 7:45 with Early Morning righteous availeth much.” Come let’s praise
Service. Sunday School begins at 9:15. There
God together.
are classes available for all ages. Bring the
entire family!
Calendar of Events January 2008
Worship continues at 10:30 with the
(For information concerning any events,
Disciples of Hope leading the congregation in please call 727-896-5228.)
praise. The Music team consists of Michael • Feb. 3 Super Bowl Fellowship (Men’s Ministry)
McKenny, Vemard McKenny, Marcus Childs,
• Feb. 9 Teachers Certification Workshop - Orlando
and Corey Givens. The Bread of Life will be
• Feb 10 Black History Celebration
served by our Esteemed pastor, the Reverend
• Feb. 16 Mentoring Workshop
Carlos L. Senior.

Our theme: “One Lord, One Faith , One

Historic Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church, located at 912 3rd Avenue North, downtown
St. Petersburg, FL, under the pastorage of Rev. David
L. Connelly, invite the church community to share in
the work of Our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ as we
continue to render service to all humankind.
Bethel offers many opportunities to minister to
members of our church family and church
community. The following opportunities are
rendered:
• Feeding ministry, Sunday morning at 7:30
• Church School each Sunday morning at 9:00
• Morning worship service each Sunday at 11:00
• Youth Church, Mon & Wed evenings at 5:30-7:00
• Prayer & Bible Study, Tuesday evenings at 7:00
• Music ministry, Wednesday evenings at 7:00
• Women’s Missionary Society
• Young People’s Division
• Lay Organization

Our mission is “To reflect the very heart and soul
of each member at Bethel in all engaging manifesta
tion in the worship of,God”. The Christian life is not
merely knowing, hearing, and talking about what
should be done, but doing the will of Christ. The only
way to realize that we are God’s children is to let
Him lead us to our Father in everything we do.
The Pastor, officers and members of Bethel open
our hearts and arms to you, inviting you to come and
share in the goodness of the Lord. We believe that
your visit to our church would be no accident
because God would have placed us on the same path.
If you are searching, hoping, praying for a place to
belong, there’s a place for you in the A.M.E. Church.
We once again invite you to join us as we lift the
name of the Lord in song and praise.
Information on these and other church ministries
can be obtained by contacting the Church Office,
Mon. - Fri., 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. at (727) 8222089 or email us at Betiiell894@knplogy.net

• Transportation

“I will look unto the hills from whence cometh

• Benevolence

Mt. Zion A.M.E.

my help ... my help cometh from the Lord ...”

Trinity Presbyterian Church

“Let brotherly love continue.” Hebrews 13:1

Pastor Clarence A. Williams and the Mt. Zion
church family welcome all visitors and friends to
worship service this First Sunday in February. As we
enter February, the month of loving, caring and
sharing, make sure you show your love. Jesus
provided the guide for us to love ourselves and each
other, but most of all He requires that we love God
with all our heart, soul and mind. We encourage your
presence and participation. Our doors are always
open and there’s a special place for YOU at Zion.
Our early morning worship begins at 7:30
a.m., there we let go and let God be God. The Male
Chorus will render song service throughout the day.
Church School will commence at 9:30 a.m.; we
invite family’s to come study the Word of God as we
seek to grow spiritually together. Our contemporary
worship service is at 11:00 a.m. The spirit is always
high; Pastor Williams will deliver the gospel
message with power and conviction.
Holy
Communion will be administered at both services.
Come join us for a time of revival, restoration and
renewal through the Word of God.

Trinity Presbyterian Church, located at 2830 22nd Avenue South, St. Petersburg

WEEKLY MINISTRIES:

extend to the community at large an invitation to worship with us during the month of February
as we celebrate Black History Month. A litany of special events and activities is being planned
for our worship service each Sunday in February.
Our theme throughout this month is entitled; “Sharing The Dream by Following The
Trailblazers.” Pastor Alfonso Woods will deliver the message on the lst and 3rd Sundays. Holy
Communion will be observed on the lst Sunday . Guest speakers on the 2nd and 4th Sundays in
February will highlight the importance of trailblazers.
A “Soul Food” dinner meal will be served after service on the 2nd Sunday, February 10th.
The public is invited to worship with us any time our doors are open. Morning worship begins
at 11:00 a.m. each Sunday, Please come and share in worship and the special activities planned
around the History of the Dream and the Dreamers.

In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by Zion
for a day of ministry. Wednesday - Vintage Bible
Study, 11:00 a.m., come enjoy the Word and lunch;
Bible Study, 6:00 p.m., come together to study col
lectively; Hour of Prayer and Power, 7:00 p.m;,
come as you are for a power-packed hour of song,
praise and preaching.
UPCOMING EVENTS:

Feb. 2 - Super Bowl Tea, 4:00 p.m. As the tension
mounts and the final hour is approaching, Zion is
gearing up for that “Super Bowl stand-off. Join us
as we prepare for the Championship. Come out and
support your team. We want you to he there on the
sidelines cheering your team on to victory. Be
there for a great time of food, fun and fellowship.
Feb. 10 - Lay Organization Pre-Valentine Tea 9:30
a.m. & 12:30 p.m.
Feb. 11-14 - St. Petersburg District Conference 7 p.m.
Feb. 24 - 83rd Church Anniversary Celebration
7:30 and 11 a.m.
Thought for the week: “Love covers a

Excerpt from last Sunday’ message; “The Popeye Anointing” -

“When I hear Popeye’s
statement, ‘That’s all I can stands, I can’t stands no more’, In one sense it brings us to this
passage in Galatians 4:3-4. Paul puts it like this in his letter to the Galatians, ‘But when the time
hadfully come ’or when God said, ‘That’s all I can stands, I can’t stands no more. ’He sent Jesus.
And I would argue with you that the foundation of the Gospel, is contained in this statement: the
gospel begins with God. We must always remember that. Remember: the maxim, ‘The main thing
is to be sure the main thing is the main thing, ’ Specifically, the gospel begins with God’s grace.
That is the main thing. That is the good news. ” (Pastor Alfonso Woods)

multitude of sin.”
Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

good NEWS!

St Petersburg Theological Seminary
fo

The Vision

i Institution Of Higher ■■

Your Church News

|

learning Committed To
Preparing Men & Women To
Communicate Clearly The
Claims Of The Older And

Can Be Placed Here!
Contact The Weekly Challenger to learn
how your church’s special events and weekly
schedules can be placed in this space.

Don’t miss this opportunity!!

Programs Offered:

Newer Covenants For The

• Doctor Of Ministry

Modem World
'sSlfe
IBSs*

5 A Place Where
I

• Master Of Divinity
• Master Of Rabbinic Studies
• M-A.ta Biblical Studies

10830 Navajo Drive

• M. A. ta Counseling

One's Natural
Gifts Can

St Petersburg, FL 33708

Blossom Into
God's Glory

www.sptseminary.edu

727-399-0276
registrar@sptseminary.edu

• M.A. In Judaic Studies
• MA In Missiology/Evangelism/Youth .Ministry
• M.A. in Pastoral Counseling
• M.S. In Educational Ministries
• M.S. ta Religious Teacher Education
• M.S. ta Teacher Education
• Bachelor Of Arts Degree Completion
• Certificate ta Religious Education

Accredited by The Trans-National Association Of Christian Colleges.
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Martin Luther King Jr. Annual Street Parade through Downtown St. Petersburg

L-R, Valarie Williams, representing Gibbs Class of 1968, co-sponsors ot the
Martin Luther King Jr. Essay Contest, Joshua Raymond Dunn, lst Place
Winner, Scott Thomas Bourdon, 2nd Place Winner, Jacob Stewart, 3rd Place
Winner, and Chatoria Mitchell, Angel-Rose Ellis, Nathan Groves, and
Patrick Miller, all won Honorable Mention

Battle of the Bands

THE ALUMNI SINGERS I
OF ST. PETERSBURG, INC. |
under the direction of Robert L. Anders,
announced the release of a new CD,
entitled “Love and Harmony”

Sprite & jHantuuni”

The Alumni Singers
CD ORDER FORM
Please Print
?NAME.
ADDRESS

STATE/ZIPCODE.
NUMBER OF DISCS:
X $15.00
SUBTOTAL:______________
+ $2 S&H PER DISC+ _____
TOTAL:______________
Please mail your completed form
with a check or money order to:
ALUMNI SINGERS, PO BOX 10238,
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33733

Please allow four to six weeks for delivery.

St. Petersburg
Clearwater
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DSI Black Pages and our SPONSORS
TECO Energy
Wachovia Bank
cordially inVite you to our
14th Annual ShoWcasing & Reception
of the
Tampa/St. Petersburg Metro Black Pages

Date: Friday, February 1, 2008
Time: 6:30PM- 8:30PM
Place: TECO PLAZA - Atrium T^e
702 N Franklin Street
Tampa, FL 33602
The Showcasing will spotlight Tampa Bay Area’s finest businesses.
Please join us by enjoying great networking, great hors d’oeuvres,

<«

DSI
Blackpages

great door prizes and supporting the Black Pages sponsors and vendors.
RSVP 813-282-3883

6 99
lb

T-Bone or Porterhouse Steaks
Pubiix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice, BeefjLain

SAVE UP TO 3.50 LB

F

Fruit
Salad............................... ..............

049
lb

Prepared Fresh Daily in Your Produce Department

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

Italian
Five Grain Bread.................................

?59

Choose From White or Wheat, Contains: Oats, Cracked Wheat, Barley,
Millet, Flaxseed, and Sunflower Seeds, From the Pubiix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO .50

Hot or Chilled, Includes-. 2 Breasts,

18-Pack
Bud Light
Beer.........

2 Thighs, 2 Drumsticks, and 2 Wings, ,

Or Budweiser or Budweiser Select,

8-Piece Mixed
Fried Chicken

i69

Fried in Trarts Fat Free Oil, Fresh From

12-oz can or bot.

the Pubiix Deli, each box

SAVE UP TO 1.50

SAVE UP TO .30

(12-Pack MiIler Chill Beer, 12-oz bot.

P
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99

Lay’s
Potato Chips
Assorted Varieties, Made With 100%

12-Pack
Selected
Pepsi Products

Pure Sunflower Oil, 12.5 to 13.25-oz bag

12-oz can Limit two deals.

(Excluding Baked!, Light, and Natural.)

SAVE UP TO 8.16 ON 4

ree
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Quantity rights reserved.
10.99)

SAVE UP TO 3.49

Prices effective Thursday, January 31 through Wednesday, February 6,2008.
Only in the Following Counties: Sumter, Collier, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Polk and Osceola.
x

PLEASURE

Prices not effective at Pubiix Sabor. Quantity rights reserved.

publix.com/ads

